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Abstract  

Topology provides important constraints on the mechanical behaviour of a geological 

region, its capacity for transporting fluid, heat and electricity and its history. Hence, it is 

important to understand the sensitivity of topology to the uncertainties inherent in any 

geological modelling process. This study explores the concept of topological uncertainty 

and describes methods for identifying, quantifying and illustrating it, and proposes its 

application in uncertainty analyses. A method is presented for describing the topology of 

three dimensional (3D) water-tight geological models as a set of adjacency relationships, 

expressed as a ‘topology network’. Data defining implicit geological models were 

perturbed in order to simulate data uncertainties and the amount of topological variation in 

the resulting model suite quantified, allowing probabilistic assessments of specific 

topological hypotheses, identification of key sources of topological uncertainty and the 

classification of possible model realisations based on their topology. Overall, topology was 

found to be highly sensitive to data uncertainty, with almost all of the several thousand 

perturbations of realistic geological models defining unique topologies, and uncertainty 

regarding faults and unconformities found to have particularly profound topological 

implications. Finally, a framework for describing the topology of geological models is 

proposed, possible uses of topology as a geodiversity metric and validation filter discussed, 

and methods of incorporating topological uncertainty into physical models suggested. 
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1. Introduction 
Three-dimensional (3D) geological modelling is a requirement for making informed 

assessments of the subsurface, whether for tectonic analysis, exploration, mining, 

geothermal energy or geotechnics (Caumon et al., 2009; Jessell et al., 2014; Turner, 2006).  

However, geological models at the regional scale are usually under-constrained due to 

sparse and uncertain data, limited access to the subsurface and often ambiguous 

geophysical information (Bárdossy and Fodor, 2001). Hence, an understanding of 

uncertainties related to any geological model is needed to accurately convey geological 

knowledge (Bárdossy and Fodor, 2001; Lelliott et al., 2009; Wellmann et al., 2010). This 

study investigates the hypothesis that a massive reduction in dimensionality associated with 

topological analysis will improve methods for investigating and comparing diverse 

geological possibilities and improve our ability to classify, understand and quantify 

uncertainty.  

Topology – the connectivity between different elements of a model – is of particular interest 

when interpreting 3D geological models, as it provides important clues about the history 

and mechanical behaviour of the geology and its capacity to transport fluids, heat and 

electricity. For this reason, topology is often considered when evaluating the economic 

value of a region (e.g. Allan, 1989; Knipe, 1997; Pouliot et al., 2008). 

As with any modelled property, an understanding of uncertainties surrounding topological 

predictions is desirable. Recent attempts to understand and quantify uncertainty in 

geological models have used Monte Carlo perturbation methods to simulate inherent 

uncertainty, and then analyse variations in the resulting model suites (or model space, cf. 

Lindsay et al., 2013) to estimate model uncertainty (e.g. Jessell et al., 2010; Lindsay et al., 

2012; Wellmann et al., 2010; Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012).  

The primary aim of this study is to extend the Monte Carlo approach to uncertainty 

estimation by examining topological variations in model space, and hence estimate 

topological uncertainty. The utility of topological analysis as an aid to help better 

characterise and classify model space is also investigated, as model topology broadly 

describes geological models in a form that can be readily compared and manipulated. 

Finally, sources of topological uncertainty are identified and the sensitivity of topology to 

different structure types identified for specific test cases. 
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2. Background 
2.1. Sources of Uncertainty in Geology 

Sources of geological uncertainty have been reviewed by Mann (1993) and Bárdossy and 

Fodor (2001). Mann (1993) identified four main causes of uncertainty: (1) the inherent 

variability of geological structures, and associated scale and interpolation problems; (2) 

measurement uncertainty and associated error; (3) inadequate sampling and; (4) modelling 

error created by the workflow used to process input data into a geological model.   

Bárdossy and Fodor (2001) extended these concepts, identifying three further sources of 

uncertainty: (1) observation error (such as the incorrect identification of structures or 

misinterpretations in the field); (2) conceptual uncertainty (using incorrect conceptual 

models to interpret information); and (3) propagation of errors caused by compounding 

uncertainty of different types. 

Lelliott et al. (2009) identified structural complexity as a fundamental control on model 

uncertainty. They argue that where a geological architecture is simple, relatively few 

samples are required and models can be produced with a relatively high degree of certainty, 

while structural complexity (e.g. faults, folds, onlap sequences) rapidly increases the 

uncertainty associated with any model.  

This study investigates uncertainty relating to inherent variability and measurement error, 

and its propagation through the modelling process.  

2.2.Topology of Geological Models 

Topology refers to the properties of space that are maintained under continuous 

deformations, such as adjacency, overlap or separation (Crossley, 2006). Mathematical 

tools have been used for solving topological problems since Euler’s solution to the Seven 

Bridges of Königsberg puzzle (Euler, 1741), and Topology and Graph Theory have since 

evolved into substantial branches of mathematics. This section reviews basic concepts of 

topology and graph theory applicable to the problem of representing, comparing and 

characterising the topology of 3D geological models, defines relevant terminology, and 

introduces existing geological applications of topology and graph theory.  

Graph theory is the study of networks, represented by nodes linked with arcs (“lines”), and 

referred to as graphs. Arcs represent the relationships between nodes. They may be 

undirected (e.g. spatial adjacency) or directed (e.g. for younging relationships) and, in some 
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cases, weighted (e.g. to represent probabilistic relationships).  The power of Graph Theory 

lies in its ability to analyse the characteristics of complex graphs, which are in turn a 

powerful and flexible way of representing many natural systems (Bonchev and Buck, 

2005).  

Egenhofer and Herring (1990) defined a set of eight binary topological relationships that 

occur between 2D geometric objects (Fig. 1) in 2D space. These relationships can also be 

used to describe relations between 3D objects in a 3D space (Zlatanova et al., 2004), and 

are determined by intersections between the interiors and boundaries of two objects. In 

geological models, meets (adjacency) is generally the most common Egenhofer relation, as 

overlaps and gaps are usually not allowed. Zlatanova (2000) extended this approach, 

identifying 69 possible binary topological relationships between 0, 1, 2 and 3 dimensional 

objects in 3D space. 

Burns (1988) describes an extensive framework for representing the topology of geological 

models, using network diagrams (graphs) that define adjacency relationships between 

geometric elements in different dimensions (Fig. 2). Under this framework, several orders 

of topology are possible, depending on the dimension of the geometric elements for which 

adjacency relationships are considered (Table 1). In 3D, for example, it is possible to define 

three different orders of topology: a 1st order topology describing adjacent rock volumes 

(i.e. cells that share an interface), a 2nd order topology defined by relationships between 

interfaces (across edges), and a 3rd order topology representing the adjacency relationships 

between edges (as defined by shared vertices).  

 

 

Figure 1. Eight binary topological relationships between 2D objects A and B, as defined by 
Egenhofer and Herring (1990).  
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It is worth noting here that any graph has a conjugate node-to-arc dual, which contains the 

same information but in the opposite form (Whitney, 1932). A graph can be changed to its 

dual (or vice versa) by ‘converting’ the original graphs nodes to arcs and arcs to nodes (Fig. 

3).  This means, for example, that a graph in which cells are represented as nodes and their 

adjacency relationships (across interfaces) as arcs (ie. a 1st order topology of a 3D 

geometry) can be converted directly into a graph in which the interfaces are represented by 

nodes and the volumes by arcs. 

Several authors (e.g. Sanderson and Nixon, 2015; Valentini et al., 2007) have used 2nd order 

topology graphs to describe fracture networks in two and three dimensions. These studies 

use  graphs in which the fractures ('boundaries' in 2D and 'interfaces' in 3D, under the 

terminology of Burns, 1988) are represented as arcs and their intersections (junctions or 

edges) by nodes. The number of arcs attached to each node (node degree) can then be used 

to characterize the connectivity of the network, and hence potential for fluid 

communication. Valentini et al. (2007) applied these methods to fracture networks ranging 

from the microscale (in a single olivine grain) to macro-scale (in a ~5 × 10m outcrop), and 

Sanderson and Nixon (2015) extended the method into 3D. 

2nd and 3rd order topologies of geological models have also been used by many authors (e.g. 

Ellul and Haklay, 2006; Ming et al., 2010; Wu, 2004) presenting methods of maintaining 

valid surface geometry (i.e. ensuring models are ‘watertight’ and do not contain self-

intersections) during model construction. This work, while important, relates more to the 

problem of efficiently and flexibly representing geometry in a computer, rather than the 

properties of a geological system, and will not be discussed further. 

There has been little specific work on the 1st order topological manifestation of common 

geological structures and geological models, even though many types of ore deposits are 

controlled (on a local scale) by topological relationships such as stratigraphic and intrusive 

contacts, unconformities and fault intersections (e.g. Hildenbrand et al., 2000; Naldrett, 

1999; Sillitoe, 2010). 
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Figure 2. (a) Geometric elements of a geological model in one, two and three dimensional space, 
as defined by Burns (1988). (b) Table of the above. Note that the diagonals (arrows) show the 
‘equivalent’ representation of each element in lower dimensions. 

 

 

Table 1. Different geometric elements (as defined in Fig. 1) that can be used to represent topology 
in graph form.   In 3D, first order topological information can be captured using a graph in which 
each cell is represented by a node and each interface (adjacency relationship) by an arc. Second 
order topologies relate interfaces (represented as nodes) to shared edges (represented as arcs), and 
third order topologies relate edges to shared vertices. In 1 and 2D similar graphs are possible, though 
using the relevant terminology for that dimension. Note that the nodes and arcs of a topology graph 
can be interchanged by calculating the node-to-arc dual (see text for definition). 

Order of Topology 1 2 3 

3D    
    Node cell interface corner 
    Arc interface edge vertex 
2D    
    Node domain boundary - 
    Arc boundary junction - 
1D    
    Node interval - - 
    Arc contact - - 
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Figure 3. A network (a) and its node-to-arc dual (b). The node-to-arc dual is derived by representing 
the arcs in (a) with nodes and adding arcs according to adjacency across nodes. 

 

Burns (1975) and Burns and Remfry (1976) use 1st order adjacency relationships derived 

from map sheets to automatically determine (partially constrained) geological histories, and 

Burns et al. (1978) extended the method to automatically infer possible histories implied 

by crosscutting and overprinting structural and metamorphic relationships observed in the 

field. This was achieved by describing temporal relationships between geological events 

with six binary relations (defined in Table 2). These relations can be inferred from field 

observations, and sorted into chronological order using an algebraic method (cf. Burns, 

1975).  Potts and Reddy (1999) subsequently developed a similar method. 

While not explicitly topological, the temporal relationships used by these authors can be 

represented by a graph in which geological events are nodes and the (temporal) 

relationships between them define directed arcs. As geology, and hence a geological model, 

is fundamentally determined by its history (usually represented via a stratigraphic or 

structural legend), the temporal relationships between units, structures and events within a 

geological model can also be considered as part of its topology. 

As the brief review above should make clear, the concept of topology in geological models 

is complex and multi-faceted, with specific types of topological relationships used for 

different purposes. This study focuses on the manifestation and sensitivity of 1st order 

topologies in geological models, although aspects of other types of topology are included 

in the discussion. For the rest of this work, model topology refers to the 1st order topology 

of 3D cells defined by Burns (1988). 
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Table 2. The six binary relations between geological events defined by Burns (1975). 
 

Relation Description 

Older than A is older than B if A occurred before B 

Younger than A is younger than B if B occurred before A 

Equivalent to A is equivalent to B if they represent (possibly different) 
expressions of the same event. 

Incomparable to A is incomparable to B if we do not possess information regarding 
the age relationships between the two. 

Covers A covers B if A is immediately younger than B (ie. there are no other 
events between A and B). 

Not older than A is either younger than or equivalent to B. 

2.3.Topological expression of geological structures 

The topological expression of geological structures plays a fundamental role in topological 

uncertainty. The simplest non-arbitrary geological model is a layer-cake stratigraphy 

(Perrin et al., 2005). Each unit in such a stratigraphy will only contact the strata directly 

above and below it, and hence its topology can be represented by a series of linked nodes 

(a node chain, Fig. 4a). Variations of layer thickness and bedding orientations will not 

affect this topology, providing all units are conformable. 

Similarly, concordant strata above an unconformity will form a node chain, with the 

lowermost nodes in this chain linking to units exposed on the basal erosional surface, 

forming a ‘fan-like’ network (Fig. 4b). The exact configuration of this topological ‘fan’ 

largely depends on: (1) the topography of the erosional surface; (2) the geometry of units 

below the erosional surface; and (3) the thicknesses of strata deposited above it. 

Intrusions (dykes and plugs) have a similar topological expression to unconformities. The 

intrusive body can be represented by a single node (as can an unconformity with a single 

unit deposited above it) with arcs connecting it to the units it crosscuts, forming another 

fan-like network. Intrusions that crosscut an entire model (i.e. continuous dykes) will divide 

it into separate domains (the ‘left’ and ‘right’ side of the dyke). Division of the model in 

this manner results in a ‘bow-tie’ or ‘star-shaped’ network, as each side of the intrusion 

behaves like separate erosional surfaces (Fig 4c).  
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Faults crosscutting a model volume also result in two domains (the hanging wall and foot 

wall). Unlike intrusions, these domains remain in contact, and so units on either side of the 

fault are juxtaposed, forming a ‘ladder-like’ topology (Fig 4d). 

Folding and other continuous deformation modes, such as pure and simple shear, have a 

more indirect effect on model topology, as by definition ductile events cannot modify 

topology.  They do however change the geometry and location of geological and 

topological units and increase geological complexity, meaning that any later brittle and/or 

erosional events will manifest differently. 

 

 

Figure 4: Topological expressions of a layer cake stratigraphy (a); angular unconformity (b); 
intrusion (c), and; a fault (d). Stratigraphic contacts have been drawn in grey, unconformable 
contacts in green, intrusive contacts in yellow and faulted contacts in red. 
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3. Methods 
3.1.Synthetic Geological Models 

Geological models investigated in this study were constructed using Noddy (Jessell, 1981; 

Jessell and Valenta, 1996). Noddy models are produced from a user-defined series of 

geological events (geological history), which Noddy interprets as sequences of kinematic 

operations. These kinematic operations are inverted and used to map voxels (3D pixels) 

within the model onto the original stratigraphy (or the event that created them), and hence 

derive their properties.  

A series of hypothetical models were produced in order to investigate interactions between 

simple geological structures, topology, and uncertainty. For simplicity, these models are 

essentially 2-dimensional, although they have been calculated in 3D. The models all 

represent deformations of a stratigraphic column containing seven units of differing 

thickness, and have been designed such that the effect of various structures on topological 

uncertainty can be investigated in isolation. The models are outlined in Table 3, and vertical 

cross-sections of the models have been included as Appendix 1. 

3.2.Gippsland Basin and Mount Painter Models 

Noddy models of the Gippsland Basin (Victoria, Australia; Fig. 5) and Mount Painter 

Complex (South Australia; Fig. 6) were also included in this study, to test the methods on 

realistic geological scenarios and investigate topological uncertainty in structurally 

complex settings. 

 

 

Figure 5. Structure and stratigraphy of the Gippsland Basin model. Note that the model has been 
drawn with 3-times vertical exaggeration to highlight the structure. 
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The Gippsland Basin model derives from Lindsay et al. (2012), and represents a simplified 

version of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gippsland basin, interpreted from geophysics (gravity 

and magnetics) and constrained using available well data. For specific details of this model 

refer to Lindsay et al. (2012), although note that the model used here is somewhat modified, 

due to the limitations of Noddy, but represents the same geology. 

The parameters defining the Gippsland Basin model were allowed to vary by substantial 

amounts. This is justified because much of the model is only constrained by potential field 

geophysics, and hence structure orientations, dips in particular, are highly uncertain. In 

general, the locations of structures were perturbed (varied) by ±100m, and dips and dip 

directions by ±10° and ±5° respectively (see section 3.3 for further details). The magnitude 

of the slip for each faulting event and the depth of each unconformity were varied by 

±100m, although the slip direction was kept fixed. Specific details about the values and 

uncertainties used to derive the Gippsland Basin model realizations are included as 

Appendix 2. 

 

 

Figure 6. Visualisation and simplified stratigraphy of the Mount Painter Model. 
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The Mount Painter Model was constructed by Armit et al. (2012), who used it to investigate 

the effects of superimposed deformation events in the Mount Painter Complex (South 

Australia), and as a prior model for geophysical inversion. The model is defined by 25 

events and contains enormous structural (and hence also topological) complexity. It is not 

analysed in depth here, and has mainly been included to demonstrate that the methods for 

analysing topological uncertainty can handle structurally complex models. Parameter 

uncertainties defined for the model were similar to those used in the Gippsland Basin model 

and can be found in Appendix 3.  

 

Table 3. An outline of the various synthetic models that have been used to characterise the 
interaction between simple geological structures, topology, and uncertainty. The models can be 
classified into model suites that each represent a particular structure. The models comprising each 
suite derive from the same base model, but allow different structural variations. 

Structure Description Model Name Parameters Varied 

 
Normal Fault 
 

Normal fault 
crosscutting 
stratigraphy 
 

NFault_d Fault Dip 
NFault_s Fault Slip 

NFault_ds All of the above 

Dyke 
Dilational Dyke 
crosscutting 
stratigraphy 

Dyke Dyke Dip 

Plug 
Plug crosscutting 
stratigraphy 

Plug Plug Dip 

Unconformity 

Sediments deposited 
on erosional surface 
above tilted 
stratigraphy 

Unconf_d Unconformity Dip 

Unconf_e Depth of Erosion 

Unconf_de All of the above 

Fold + Fault 
 

Folded stratigraphy 
crosscut by a normal 
fault. 

Fold_Fault_d Fault Dip 

Fold_Fault_s Fault Slip 

Fold_Fault_w Fold Wavelength 

Fold_Fault_a Fold Amplitude 

Fold_Fault_dswa All of the above 

Fold + Dyke 
Folded stratigraphy 
crosscut by a dyke. 

Fold_Dyke_d Dyke Dip 

Fold_Dyke_x Dyke Position (on the x axis) 

Fold_Dyke_w Fold Wavelength 

Fold_Dyke_a Fold Amplitude 

Fold_Dyke_dxwa All of the above 

Fold + 
Unconformity 

Sediments deposited 
onto an erosional 
surface above a folded 
stratigraphy 

Fold_Unconf_d Unconformity Dip 
Fold_Unconf_e Depth of Erosion 
Fold_Unconf_w Fold Wavelength 
Fold_Unconf_a Fold Amplitude 

Fold_Unconf_dewa All of the above 
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3.3.Perturbation 

Each Noddy model was randomly perturbed using pynoddy 

(https://github.com/flohorovicic/pynoddy), a Python wrapper developed for automatically 

generating and processing Noddy models. Pynoddy allows stochastic variation of the 

parameters defining Noddy events, and hence can be used to produce a range of randomly 

differing models, simulating the effects of inherent uncertainty regarding the input 

parameters. 

Scalar parameters (location, fold wavelength and amplitude, fault slip) in each of the 

models were varied according to a normal distribution. This was defined using the value in 

the original model as the mean, and a standard deviation derived from 2.5 and 97.5 quantiles 

defined for each parameter, akin to 95% confidence intervals (Table 4). 

 

Table 4. Range and type of variability applied to parameters in the hypothetical geological models 
discussed in this study. Individual model realisations were calculated by sampling values for each 
parameter from the specified statistical distribution (see text for details). The column titled ‘±’ 
represents the distance between the mean and the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles, and is similar to a 
confidence interval. 

Model Name Parameter Distribution Mean ± 

NFauld_d Fault Dip Von-Mises 60 10 
NFault_s Fault Slip Normal 2000 1500 
NFault_ds All of the above 

Dyke Dyke Dip Von-Mises 45 10 

Unconf_d Unconformity Dip Von-Mises 0 10 
Unconf_e Erosion Depth Normal 2000 200 
Unconf_de All of the above 

Fold_Fault_d Fault Dip Von-Mises 60 10 
Fold_Fault_s Fault Slip Normal 2000 1500 
Fold_Fault_w Fold Wavelength Normal 4000 400 
Fold_Fault_a Fold Amplitude Normal 1000 100 
Fold_Fault_dswa All of the above 

Fold_Dyke_d Dyke Dip Von-Mises 45 10 
Fold_Dyke_x Dyke Position (x-

axis) 
Normal 7000 100 

Fold_Dyke_w Fold Wavelength Normal 4000 400 
Fold_Dyke_a Fold Amplitude Normal 1000 100 
Fold_Dyke_dxwa All of the above 

Fold_Unconf_d Unconformity Dip Von-Mises 0 10 
Fold_Unconf_e Erosion Depth Normal 2000 200 
Fold_Unconf_w Fold Wavelength Normal 4000 400 
Fold_Unconf_a Fold Amplitude Normal 1000 100 
Fold_Unconf_dewa All of the above 

https://github.com/flohorovicic/pynoddy
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Orientation parameters (i.e. strike and dip) were varied according to a Von-Mises 

distribution, which is essentially a version of the normal distribution that has been 

‘wrapped’ so that it can be used to describe angular datasets (Forbes et al., 2011). As with 

values calculated from the normal distribution, the value in the original model was used as 

the distribution mean and the concentration parameter (related to the circular variance) 

estimated using 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles (Table 4). 

3.4.Extraction of topology 

For this study, the topology of a geological model is described by a network (graph) in 

which topological entities (spatially discrete and contiguous rock volumes) are represented 

by nodes, linked to their spatial neighbours with arcs (Fig. 4). Each arc is attributed 

according to the type of relationship it represents (e.g. stratigraphic, faulted, and intrusive) 

and its surface area. Each node retains information regarding volume and lithology. 

To extract these topology networks from Noddy models, the Noddy code was modified 

such that the topological evolution of each voxel is written to a file, which can then be 

converted into network form.  The method for calculating and extracting topology is as 

follows: 

1) For each event in the history file, the model is divided into topological volumes, 

distinguished by unique codes attached to the voxels (Fig. 7a). Dyke events divide 

the volume into three (the dyke itself and either side), faults and unconformities into 

two (above and below the fault or unconformity). Plugs also divide the volume into 

two: the plug itself and everything around it. 

All other events (folding, shearing etc.) do not form new discrete topological 

volumes, and hence all voxels are given the same code. 

2) For each voxel, codes are aggregated for all events in the model, producing a single 

code representing the relative location of the voxel with respect to all structures in 

the model (Fig. 7b). Codes are also assigned to the voxels based on their lithology 

(Fig. 7c). 

3) Spatially contiguous volumes are derived from the final voxel model (Fig. 7d). This 

is done via a ‘flood-fill’ algorithm that flags all spatially connected voxels with 

identical lithology and topology codes. This step is necessary as erosional events 
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can truncate a unit that was initially spatially continuous, forming two separate 

topological entities that will not be identified in steps 1 and 2. Note that voxels are 

considered to be contiguous if they are within 2 voxels of a neighbor of the same 

type, as this reduces topological artefacts formed by the “voxelation” of thin units. 

4) Voxelation artefacts are further reduced by flagging and then ignoring voxels within 

contiguous volumes containing less than 20 voxels.  

5) Pairwise adjacency relationships between voxels with unique lithology and 

topology codes are extracted from the model volume and used to define graph arcs 

(Fig. 7e). The number of adjacent voxel pairs with this relationship (akin to the 

surface area of each contact) is also calculated and attributed to each arc, as is the 

type and name of the structure at the contact. Similarly, the volume and lithology 

of each topological unit are attributed to each node. 

The methods presented here could also be implemented in other 3D modelling packages, 

providing that information about the location of any point within the model relative each 

structure (hanging wall, foot wall etc.) can be obtained. The method may need to be adapted 

somewhat if geometry is represented by surfaces rather than voxets (e.g. in GoCad or 

Vulcan), however the logic is still applicable. 

 

 

Figure 7. Methodology used to extract topology networks from voxel models. Voxels are given 
codes according to their location relative to structures in the model (a), which are then aggregated 
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(b) to give a unique code for each structurally bound rock volume. A flood fill algorithm is used to 
ensure that lithological units (c) are divided into contiguous volumes (d). Each discrete volume 
within the model now has a unique code, so adjacency relationships can be identified and 
represented as a topology network (e).  

 

3.5.Parallelization 

In order to reduce the time needed to produce large suites of model perturbations, some of 

the models were run on a computer cluster (supercomputer). For this to be effective, 

pynoddy was modified to allow concurrent calculation of different model realizations. A 

script was then used to run pynoddy on 20 separate compute nodes, each computing 24 

models in parallel, allowing the calculation of ~480 models realizations simultaneously.  

It is worth noting that Python’s random number generator was seeded using thread ID × 

process ID × node ID × current time in seconds during the initialization of each new 

pynoddy instance, ensuring the model variations were suitably random, albeit at the cost of 

reproducibility.  

Post-processing and topology analyses were not performed on the computer cluster as they 

are more difficult to parallelise. 

3.6.Analysis 

Topologies of the geological model suites were analysed using a Python package 

(topology_analysis) developed during this study to help interpret and analyse model 

topology. This package has been incorporated with the pynoddy source, available at 

https://github.com/flohorovicic/pynoddy. Specific details of the data structures and 

methods developed can be found in documentation included as Appendix 4. This section 

describes the theoretical background behind these methods rather than their specific 

implementations.  

3.6.1. Structural and lithological topology 

In order to reduce the complexity of (and hence challenges interpreting) overall model 

topology, two different generalised forms of model topology are introduced here in addition 

to the full topology already described, each highlighting different topological properties. 

These are referred to as structural and lithological topology.  

A model’s structural topology is derived by collapsing all stratigraphic relationships, and 

represents the topology of structurally bound rock volumes (Fig 8a), characterising overall 

https://github.com/flohorovicic/pynoddy
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model architecture without the complexity that results from the inclusion of lithological 

units. Conversely, the lithological topology of a model retains information about the 

adjacency relationships between individual lithologies, but discards information regarding 

(relative) spatial location (Fig 8b). This is done by simplifying the overall topology to a set 

of pairwise relationships between lithologies. General structural information (i.e. A is in 

faulted contact with B) can be preserved, but the specific context (i.e. different structurally 

bound volumes of A and B) is lost, and hence the nodes in a lithological topology network 

have no spatial significance. 

3.6.2. Comparing model topologies 

After loading all the topology graphs into memory, unique topologies (overall, structural 

and lithological) were identified by comparing graphs using the Jaccard coefficient j 

(Jaccard, 1901; 1912; Eq 1.).  Graphs were considered to be equivalent when the set of arcs 

defining each graph (A and B) were identical, and hence j=1. 

𝑗(𝐴, 𝐵) =  
𝐴∩𝐵

𝐴∪𝐵
          (Eq. 1) 

 

 

Figure 8. (a) A graph showing a model’s structural topology (see text for definition). Arcs 
representing intrusive contacts are coloured yellow and arcs representing faulted contacts red. Note 
the simplicity of the network compared to the model’s overall topology (pale grey network). (b) 
Adjacency matrix representing the model’s lithological topology (see text for definition). Rows and 
columns of the matrix represent units in the stratigraphy, and contain an entry (coloured symbol) if 
the two units are in contact. Faulted contacts are shown in red, stratigraphic contacts in dark grey 
and intrusive contacts in yellow. If two types of contact are present, both are drawn (as triangles). 
Pale grey squares indicate no contact. Refer to section 3.7.1. for a more thorough description of 
these adjacency matrices.   
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Unique topologies were then compared and classified by constructing a dendrogram using 

the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) method (Sokal and 

Michener, 1975) and a pairwise distance function d(A,B) proportional to the inverse Jaccard 

coefficient  of each topology pair (Eq. 2). d(A,B) is 0 for identical topologies (A=B) and 

infinity for completely different topologies (as A∩B=0). 

𝑑 =
𝐴 ∪ 𝐵

𝐴 ∩ 𝐵
−  1          (Eq. 2) 

The resulting dendrograms were used to identify clusters of similar topologies (and outlier 

topologies) in a ‘topology space’. This is similar to the principal component analysis (PCA) 

based geodiversity approach introduced by Lindsay et al. (2013), though PCA was not used 

here as it requires data to be defined in a multidimensional space (while it is possible to 

calculate pairwise distances between model topology networks, they are not located within 

a defined dimensional space). 

Finally, in order to make predictions about the probabilities of specific topological 

configurations, the union of all observed topologies was calculated, and each arc in the 

resulting super-network weighted by its observed frequency (as a fraction of the total 

number of model realisations).  

3.6.3. Quantifying topological uncertainty 

The topology super-networks were also used to quantify the topological variability in each 

simulation, hereafter referred to as variability (v). This value is defined as one less than the 

ratio between the number of arcs in the super-network (|S| is the total number of observed 

topological relationships) and the average number of arcs (∑ |𝑇𝑛|𝑛
0

𝑛
) in each model realisation 

Tn (Eq. 3). It increases (from zero) as more unique topologies are encountered (because this 

increases |S|). Unique topologies with a greater proportion of unique arcs will also increase 

|S| more than |Tn|, and hence v also increases as the intersection between the unique 

topologies becomes smaller (i.e. as the topologies become more different).  

𝑣 = (|𝑆| ÷
∑ |𝑇𝑛|𝑛

0

𝑛
− 1) =

𝑛×|𝑆|

∑ |𝑇𝑛|𝑛
0

− 1       (Eq. 3) 

Conveniently, topological variation can also be calculated for subgraphs of the topology 

super-network (e.g. for all arcs related to a particular structure), allowing an assessment of 
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the independent contribution of different parts of the model to overall topological 

uncertainty. This is most easily achieved by calculating the sum of all arc weights (w) in 

the super-network and substituting it for the average number of arcs per topology realisation 

in Eq. 3 (as they are equal), allowing the calculation of topological variability directly from 

the super-network (or a subgraph deriving from it, Eq. 4).  

𝑣𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ =  
|𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ|

∑ 𝑤
− 1         (Eq. 4) 

3.6.4.  Assessment of Sample Size 

For any given model and defined input uncertainty, there exists a finite number of possible 

model topologies.  Hence, the probability of observing a new topological configuration 

decreases as more models are observed, eventually reaching zero once all possible 

topologies have been identified.  

This can be exploited to qualitatively assess the representivity of a collection of model 

topologies (model suite) by plotting the cumulative number of sampled models against the 

number of unique observed topologies (Fig. 9). If most possible unique topologies have 

been sampled, this curve will flatten substantially as the number of sampled models 

increases (Fig. 9a), suggesting that the sample size is appropriate. If many possible 

topologies remain unsampled, the curve will continue to increase rapidly (Fig. 9b), 

indicating that the sample size is not large enough to encompass the range of topological 

possibility. 

These plots have been used to assess the sample size of the model suites investigated in this 

study, and are hereafter referred to as cumulative observed topology distributions. Similar 

plots can be generated for unique adjacency relationships (rather than whole topological 

networks), and are referred to as cumulative observed adjacency distributions. 

 
 

Figure 9. Examples of 
cumulative observed 
topology distributions (see 
text for definition) when 
most possible topologies 
have been sampled (a) and 
many possible topologies 
remain unsampled (b). 
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3.7.  Visualisation Techniques 

Visualising complex networks is notoriously difficult (Becker et al., 1995), and visualising 

topological uncertainty even more so. Several techniques for the visualisation of model 

topology and topological uncertainty were developed as part of the topology_analysis 

module (Appendix 4). 

The Mayavi package (Ramachandran and Varoquaux, 2011) was used to produce 3D 

visualisations of topology networks (Fig 10a). These are moderately useful, although for 

non-trivial models they are complex and cannot easily be interpreted. They are also difficult 

to represent in printed form. 

Instead, model topologies have generally been presented as adjacency matrices (Fig 10b). 

A graph containing n nodes can be converted to an n×n adjacency matrix (Godsil and 

Royle, 2013), in which each node is represented by a row and a column, and each element 

Exy of the matrix scored if the xth and yth node are adjacent (share an arc). Types of adjacency 

relationship (e.g. faulted, intrusive) can be represented symbolically, as in Fig. 10b.  

 

 

Figure 10. Model topology displayed as a 3D network (a) and adjacency matrix (b). A render of 
the 3D model is also included for convenience (top). 
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Topology super-networks can also be presented as network diagrams (Fig 11a) and 

adjacency matrices (Fig 11b). Arc weights in the 3D diagrams are represented by changing 

the thicknesses of the arcs, and in the matrices by applying a transparency to the adjacency 

symbols. 

Hive diagrams (Krzywinski et al., 2012) are useful for comparing and visualising emergent 

properties of complex super-networks. Hive diagrams contain three axes, along which 

nodes are ranked according to a property of interest (e.g. stratigraphic age, degree, volume), 

and arcs added between adjacent nodes on each axis.  

In order to incorporate arc attributes (such as surface area, weight) in the diagram, the nodes 

on some of the axes were taken from the node-to-arc dual of the network of interest (the 

nodes on some axes of the hive diagram represent arcs in the original network), and arcs 

added to the diagram linking these ‘arc-nodes’ to the nodes to which they relate. An 

example and description of a simple hive diagram is included in Appendix 4 (page 7). 

Variability within model space was also visualised by constructing clustered topology 

matrices. These matrices contain cross sections or 3D renders of a small number of models, 

each selected because they were closest to the centroids of topology clusters identified 

using the dendrograms described in section 3.6.2, and hence qualitatively represent (as best 

as possible) the range of model topologies observed in the model suite. Because the 

topology of a geological model is highly sensitive to its geometric structure, these diagrams 

can help visualise the range of geometry in the model space, although exceptions exist (e.g. 

late folding events) which will greatly modify geometry without effecting the topology. 
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Figure 11. Visualisation of topology super-networks for the example model shown in the previous 
figure. 3D visualisation (a) is possible, though difficult to interpret. Adjacency matrices (b) are 
more useful. Arc weight is expressed by line thickness in (a) and transparency in (b).

 

4. Results 
4.1.Topological uncertainty of simple geological structures 

Topological variations observed in the synthetic model suites can be used to characterise 

the topological uncertainty induced by simple structures in isolation. The results of these 

experiments are presented in Table 5, and summarised in the following sections. 

4.1.1. Faults 

A substantial amount of topological variation was observed when the NFault model suites 

were perturbed (Table 5). 14 unique topologies were observed by perturbing only fault slip 

(NFault_s; Table 3), and the comparatively high variability of these topologies (v=0.787) 

suggest the topologies had quite different configurations. 

Conversely, only 3 unique topologies were observed by perturbing only fault dip 

(NFault_d; Table 5), and variability was low (0.097). This suggests that (in this simple 

context) model topology was resilient to variations of dip, and hence that uncertainty 

regarding the dip of the fault will not manifest as topological uncertainty. 

35 unique topologies were observed when varying both dip and slip (NFault_ds); these 

appeared to be largely (but not entirely) determined by variations of the slip parameter, as 

suggested by the modest 3% increase in the variability of NFault_ds compared to NFault_s. 

The location of models in the NFault_ds suite corroborate this, as models with identical 

topologies are tightly clustered on the slip axis, but relatively dispersed on the dip axis (Fig. 

12). 

It is also interesting to note that the initial NFault_ds model was only the third most 

frequently observed model, indicating that its topology is only stable over a comparatively 

limited range of input parameters. 
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Table 5. A summary of the results from Monte Carlo perturbations of the synthetic geological 
models described in section 3.1.  

Model Name Trials Overall Topologies 

Unique 
Observed 

Relationships 
Average 

Relationships 
Variability 

NFault_d 1000 3 20 18.237 0.097 

NFault_s 1000 14 32 17.909 0.787 

NFault_ds 1000 35 33 18.214 0.812 

Dyke_d 1000 4 18 17.99 <0.001 

Plug_d 1000 1 9 9 0 

Unconf_d 1000 21 33 15.297 1.157 

Unconf_e 1000 2 21 14.182 0.481 

Unconf_de 1000 40 33 15.391 1.144 

Fold_Fault_d 1000 21 21 22.913 0.397 

Fold_Fault_s 1000 63 58 24.309 1.386 

Fold_Fault_w 1000 42 43 23.192 0.854 

Fold_Fault_a 1000 10 32 13.144 0.315 

Fold_Fault_ds 1000 366 105 24.944 3.209 

Fold_Fault_dswa 1000 614 124 25.135 3.933 

Fold_Dyke_d 1000 25 63 27.848 1.262 

Fold_Dyke_x 1000 2 30 28 0.069 

Fold_Dyke_w 1000 52 37 29.590 0.250 

Fold_Dyke_a 1000 6 38 28.464 0.335 

Fold_Dyke_dx 1000 32 64 27.732 1.308 

Fold_Dyke_dxwa 1000 340 77 28.137 1.737 

Fold_Plug_d 1000 2 23 22.014 0.045 

Fold_Plug_x 1000 28 30 21.223 0.414 

Fold_Plug_w 1000 2 23 21.952 0.048 

Fold_Plug_a 1000 5 31 20.569 0.507 

Fold_Plug_dxwa 1000 88 38 21.615 0.758 

Fold_Plug_dx 1000 2 23 22.006 0.045 

Fold_Unconf_d 1000 56 84 20.756 3.047 

Fold_Unconf_e 1000 4 44 19.376 1.271 

Fold_Unconf_w 1000 5 23 20.561 0.119 

Fold_Unconf_a 1000 5 28 19.042 0.470 

Fold_Unconf_de 1000 172 95 20.458 3.644 

Fold_Unconf_dewa 1000 372 105 20.363 4.156 
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Model Name Trials Lithological Topologies 

Unique 
Observed 

Relationships 
Average 

Relationships 
Variability 

NFauld_d 1000 2 12 11.236 0.068 

NFault_s 1000 11 20 11.213 0.784 

NFault_ds 1000 23 20 11.364 0.760 

Dyke_d 1000 2 9 8.998 <0.001 

Plug_d 1000 1 9 9 0 

Unconf_d 1000 21 33 15.297 1.157 

Unconf_e 1000 2 21 14.182 0.481 

Unconf_de 1000 40 33 15.391 1.144 

Fold_Fault_d 1000 14 14 12.695 0.339 

Fold_Fault_s 1000 24 20 12.774 0.566 

Fold_Fault_w 1000 17 18 12.899 0.395 

Fold_Fault_a 1000 4 15 24.331 0.141 

Fold_Fault_ds 1000 125 21 13.436 0.563 

Fold_Fault_dswa 1000 176 21 13.446 0.562 

Fold_Dyke_d 1000 4 12 10.781 0.113 

Fold_Dyke_x 1000 1 11 11 0 

Fold_Dyke_w 1000 2 12 11.334 0.059 

Fold_Dyke_a 1000 2 12 11.009 0.090 

Fold_Dyke_dx 1000 5 12 27.732 0.115 

Fold_Dyke_dxwa 1000 6 12 11.115 0.080 

Fold_Plug_d 1000 1 11 11 0 

Fold_Plug_x 1000 2 12 11.303 0.062 

Fold_Plug_w 1000 1 11 11 0 

Fold_Plug_a 1000 2 12 11.080 0.090 

Fold_Plug_dxwa 1000 2 12 11.331 0.059 

Fold_Plug_dx 1000 1 11 11 0 

Fold_Unconf_d 1000 22 30 11.186 1.682 

Fold_Unconf_e 1000 3 14 8.304 0.686 

Fold_Unconf_w 1000 1 8 8 0 

Fold_Unconf_a 1000 3 10 7.928 0.261 

Fold_Unconf_de 1000 58 30 11.240 1.669 

Fold_Unconf_dewa 1000 92 32 11.316 1.828 
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Figure 12. Boxplots showing the range of parameter space occupied by models with different 
topological configurations. The red bar in each boxplot represents the mean value of each 
parameter, the box the interquartile range and the whiskers the total range. The bottom plot shows 
frequency of each topology class. The topology class to which the original model belongs is shaded 
red. 

 

4.1.2. Dykes and Plugs 

In general, varying parameters relating to dykes and plugs did not cause substantial 

variations of model topology. Of the 1000 realisations of the Dyke_d suite, only four 

different topologies were observed, and these only occurred because the dyke in some of 

the models did not contact the topmost stratigraphic unit within the modelling area (Fig. 

13). All model realisations in the Plug_d suite had identical topologies. This lack of 

topological variation is highlighted by the low variability index (<0.001 for the Dyke_d 

suite and 0 for the Plug_d suite).  
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Figure 13. The four different topological configuration observed in the Dyke_d model suite. Note 
that the topology of Model 1 and Model 2 differ only because the dyke in Model 2 contacts the top 
layer, but does not in Model 1 

 

4.1.3. Unconformities 

The unconf model suites displayed substantial variation, with 40 different topological 

configurations and a variability of 1.144 observed when unconformity dip and depth were 

varied (unconf_de suite). As only two unique topologies were observed after varying only 

the depth of the unconformity (unconf_d) it is reasonable to assume that most of the 

variability in this model results from changes in dip. 

The addition of 19 new topologies (to a total of 40 unique topologies) when both dip and 

erosional depth were varied can be attributed to variations in thickness of the first unit 

deposited above the unconformity (Fig. 14). These thickness variations occurred because 

of the way Noddy calculates layer thickness (from the top down), and can be considered an 

artefact of the modelling process, though they do highlight the increase in topological 

uncertainty that results from thinner stratigraphic units. 

All the unique model topologies identified also represented unique lithological topologies 

(Table 5), as the stratigraphic units in these models are all continuous. 

 

 

Figure 14. Examples of the eight most frequently observed topologies resulting from model 
unconf_de. Note how the variations in unconformity dip the thickness of the unit immediately above 
the unconformity result in many different contact relationships, and hence different topologies. 
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4.1.4. Folding 

By definition, folding (and other ductile deformation events) do not directly modify model 

topology. However they do greatly affect the geological complexity of the model, changing 

the topological expression of subsequent events and amplifying topological uncertainties.  

Perturbations of models identical to those discussed above, but preceded by a folding event, 

highlighted this. The number of unique topologies produced by each of the structures 

increased by an order of magnitude when they were imposed on a folded stratigraphy 

(Table 5). 

Uncertainty regarding the fold parameters had a limited effect on topological variability in 

isolation, although it contributed somewhat to the topological uncertainty.  Models suites 

in which only the amplitude of the folding was varied (suites with an ‘_a’ postfix) displayed 

little variation (v=0.315–0.470), and few (5–10) unique topologies. 

Simulations in which only fold wavelength was varied (suites with a ‘_w’ postfix) produced 

many (~50) unique topologies, although variability indices of these simulations were low 

(0.1–0.85), suggesting that the topologies were similar. The variation appears to have two 

major sources: appearance and disappearance of different units at model boundaries (i.e. 

boundary artefacts; Fig. 15a), and variation of the relative thickness of units along 

crosscutting structures (faults & dykes; Fig. 15b).  

 

 

Figure 15. (a) 4 of the 5 unique topologies generated by varying fold wavelength below an 
unconformity (model Fold_Unconf_w). It is evident that the topologies are all similar, and that 
differences are primarily caused by the appearance/disappearance of units at the model boundaries 
(circled). (b) A clustered topology matrix showing the variability in model topology observed after 
varying the wavelength of folds crosscut by a fault (model Fold_Fault_w). The variation in 
topology is caused by changes in the relative thicknesses of units in the plane of the fault.  
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4.1.5. Summary of Synthetic Models 

The following observations can be made from the results of Monte Carlo perturbations of 

the synthetic geological models discussed above:   

1. Variations of fault slip (and to a lesser extent orientation) tended to have the greatest 

effect on overall and lithological topology. 

2. Changes in the geometry (dip) of the basal plane of unconformities also resulted in 

substantial changes to model topology, particularly when units deposited above the 

unconformity were thin. The effect of uncertainty regarding erosional depth largely 

depended on the complexity of the underlying geology (early folds). 

3. Model topology was relatively insensitive to uncertainty regarding dykes and plugs, 

regardless of their orientation or location. 

4. Early folding events dramatically amplified topological uncertainties induced by 

later events, increasing the number of unique topologies produced by an order of 

magnitude and topological variability by several hundred percent. 

4.2.Topological uncertainty in realistic geological models 

In order to validate the methods presented here in realistic settings, topological uncertainty 

was characterised in the Gippsland Basin and Mount Painter models. Analysis of this 

uncertainty is kept general, as these models are not being used to make real-world 

predictions, although as an example of a specific application of topological uncertainty a 

brief topological analysis of the Golden Beach formation (a known petroleum reservoir 

within the Gippsland Basin) is presented. 

4.2.1. Gippsland Basin Model 

Almost all of the 5000 Gippsland Basin realisations generated had unique overall and 

structural topologies (Table 6), and many more unique topologies would have undoubtedly 

been observed if more models were generated (Fig. 16a). However only 58 unique 

lithological topologies were sampled, and the cumulative lithological topology distribution 

(Fig. 16b) suggests that most of the possible lithological topologies (for the given input 

variability) have been identified. 
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Table 6. Summary of the topologies observed after generating 5000 perturbations of the Gippsland 
Basin model. 

Topology 

Type 

Unique Observed 

Relationships 

Average Relationships Variability 

Overall 4989 1907 177.765 9.728 

Structural 4929 512 151.340 2.383 

Lithological 58 22 17.078 0.288 

 

 

Cumulative adjacency plots (Fig. 16c and d) suggest that most (but not all) of the possible 

individual adjacency relationships have been sampled. This is important as it suggests that 

even though the sample is not fully representative in terms of overall model topology, we 

can make inferences about the probability of specific relations, and hence the super-

topology networks can be used to test specific topological hypotheses. 

Topological variabilities calculated for the Gippsland Basin model (Table 6) are not 

particularly enlightening in isolation, although they are (unsurprisingly) much larger than 

the variabilities observed in the simple synthetic model suites. Lithological topology did 

not vary substantially across the model suite (v=0.288), while structural and overall 

topology varied much more (v=2.383, 9.728 respectively).  

Topological variability can be broken down by specific structures (Fig. 17), illustrating the 

contribution of these to overall topological variability and hence topological uncertainty. 

This shows that the Permian Unconformity and Cape Everard Fault are sources of 

substantial topological uncertainty in the Gippsland Basin model, while the Foster Thrust, 

La Trobe Group Unconformity and Anger-Seaspray Unconformity have little effect. This 

suggests either that topology is more sensitive to the Cape Everard Fault and Permian 

Unconformity, or that initial uncertainties regarding these structures are higher. In this 

example, structures (of the same type) were assigned identical uncertainties, and hence the 

results suggest the former. 
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Figure 16. Cumulative observed topology and adjacency distributions showing the number of 
observed overall (a) and lithological (b) topologies and general (c) and structural (d) adjacency 
relationships vs the number of models sampled. It is clear that while many unsampled topologies 
remain (a), most possible lithological topologies and adjacency relationships have been sampled. 

 

Figure 17. Topological variability of different structures in the Gippsland Basin Model. Structures 
(Noddy events) are arranged in chronological order from left to right. Faults are coloured red and 
unconformities green. Stratigraphic contacts have not been included as the stratigraphy of the model 
has not been varied. It is clear that the major sources of topological uncertainty in the Gippsland 
Basin model are the Permian unconformity and Cape Everard Fault. 
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The adjacency matrix of the Gippsland Basin super-network (Fig. 18) also reflects the 

amount of topological variability observed in the Gippsland Basin model suite. It is striking 

that the majority of the matrix is dominated by nodes with Permian or Ordovician 

lithologies, suggesting substantial uncertainty regarding the structure of the Permian and 

Ordovician packages in the Gippsland Basin, and explaining the variability observed across 

the Permian Unconformity.  

Hive diagrams (Fig. 19a and b) and lithological topology matrices (Fig. 19c and d) visually 

express the increase in complexity and the character of the super-networks (Fig. 19b and 

d) compared to the initial Gippsland Basin model (Fig. 19a and c). Both the hive diagrams 

and the lithological topology matrices highlight the low lithological variability (as they are 

visually similar), although some differences are evident, such as the relatively unlikely 

contacts between the Strzelecki and Angler groups. The hive diagrams also suggest that 

topological relationships occurring across interfaces with lower surface areas are more 

uncertain, as many more low-surface area arcs are present in the super-hive (Fig. 19b) than 

the initial hive (Fig. 19a).  

Finally, as a practical example of the use of the topology super-network for investigating 

specific topological hypotheses, some potential petroleum targets have been identified in 

the model. The Golden Beach formation is a known reservoir unit within the Gippsland 

Basin, and hydrocarbon traps occur when lacustrine shales in the Emperor group are 

uplifted above the Golden Beach formation on inverted faults (Geoscience Australia, 2014). 

In order to ‘target’ these traps, arcs representing fault contacts between the Emperor and 

Golden Beach formation have been extracted from the Gippsland Basin model super-

network, and ranked by weight (Table 7).  It is evident that there are a few likely targets 

(weight > 0.9) in the model and many less likely ones (weight < 0.9). 

 
Table 7. Potential petroleum targets in the Gippsland Basin model based on faulted contacts 
between the Emperor and Golden Beach formation. Weights derived from the topology super-
network indicate the sensitivities of the targets to topological uncertainty, and range from 0.999 
(present in almost all models) to nearly zero. Targets with weights <0.025 have not been shown. 

Structure Average Surface Area Weight 

Cape Everard Fault 23704 0.999 
Cape Howe Fault 17755 0.980 
Cape Howe Fault 1558 0.630 
Cape Howe Fault 80 0.538 
Cape Everard Fault 3058 0.452 
Cape Howe Fault 8707 0.025 
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Figure 18. Adjacency matrix of the Gippsland Basin’s overall topology super-network. Nodes on 
both axes have been classified by their lithology and ordered stratigraphically. Note that the super-
network contains all the nodes observed in the entire model suite (5000 models), and that any given 
model realisation will only contain a subset of these. Each adjacency relationship in the matrix is 
coloured by type (faulted, unconformable or stratigraphic), and assigned a transparency 
corresponding to its weight (frequency), such that the unfilled (white) squares were infrequent while 
the filled squares were observed in the majority of the models. 
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Figure 19. Hive diagrams showing the initial model topology network (a) and ‘super-topology’ 
network (b) plotted against the stratigraphic age and volume of each node, and the surface area of 
each arc. These diagrams allow a visual comparison between the initial model topology and the 
super-topology. The transparency of an arc in the super network reflects the number of times it was 
observed (i.e. the arc weight). Arcs with a weight < 0.1 are dashed, and < 0.05 are dotted. A similar 
(and complementary) comparison can be made by examining adjacency matrices of the lithological 
topology of the initial model (c) and lithological super-network (d). 
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3.2.2. Mount Painter Model 

A large range of model topology was observed in the 1153 realisations of the Mount Painter 

Model generated for this study, each of which had a unique topology (Table 8). This is 

unsurprising due to the complexity of the model and the large number of parameters that 

were varied (Appendix 3). While many more models would need to be generated to 

consider the model space as adequately sampled, a clustered topology matrix (displaying 

‘type’ models from eight topology clusters) can provide a preliminary indication of the 

variability within the Mount Painter model suite (Fig. 20). 

The overall and structural topological variability observed was substantially larger than in 

the Gippsland Basin model, although interestingly the variability of the lithological 

topology was similar (0.299 compared to 0.288). When variability is calculated across each 

structure in the model (Fig. 21), it becomes clear that the majority of the (observed) 

topological variation has been caused by faults, in particular Fault 5 and Fault 8. Dyke 1 

and Dyke 2 also caused substantial variation, which is significant as the dykes in the 

synthetic model suites (Chapter 4.1.2) had little effect on topological uncertainty.  

 

 

 
 

Table 8. Summary of the topologies observed after generating 1153 perturbations of the Mt Painter 
model. 
 

Topology Type Unique Observed Relationships Average Relationships Variability 

Overall 1153 52623 1543.223 33.099 

Structural 1153 19553 1246.543 14.686 

Lithological 708 59 45.434 0.299 
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Figure 20. Clustered topology matrix illustrating the (topological) variation observed in the Mt 
Painter model suite. Differences may appear somewhat subtle, however they have profound 
topological effects. Notice also that lithological associations are fairly consistent, explaining the 
comparatively small lithological variability (Table 8). 

 

 

 
Figure 21. Topological variability of different structures in the Mount Painter Model. Structures 
(Noddy events) are arranged in chronological order from left to right and faults coloured red, 
unconformities green, dykes yellow and plugs orange. It is clear that much of the topological 
uncertainty in the model derives from the faults, although dykes 1 and 2 also cause substantial 
variability. 
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5. Discussion 
Geological events have an inherent topological nature (Perrin et al., 2005), with successive  

geological discontinuities (structures) each modifying a pre-existing topology.  This section 

begins by suggesting a broad framework for topology in geology that can include both 

spatial and temporal aspects, then investigates the concept, method of calculating and 

applications of topological uncertainty in the light of the result presented in this work. 

Finally, some ideas on future applications of topology in geological modelling and 

uncertainty analysis are discussed. 

5.1.Topology in Geology 

5.1.1. A framework for geological topology 

The geological framework defined by Burns (1988) is robust for situations in which spatial 

adjacency is the topological relationship of interest, but it is unclear how this relates to 

other  topological properties. As such, a broader framework is proposed, which can include 

temporal aspects such as crosscutting and overprinting relationships and broader spatial 

relations. This framework is essentially a synthesis of the ideas presented by Burns (1975), 

Burns et al. (1978), Burns (1981, 1988) and Egenhofer (1989). 

Geological topology can be defined by two broad classes: spatial topology and temporal 

topology. Spatial topology relates to the topology of geological geometries, and is defined 

by Egenhofer relationships (or if necessary the relations defined by Zlatanova, 2000) 

between geometric elements (Fig. 2) of different dimensions. Generally, the adjacency 

relationship is most useful as geological models tend not to allow gaps or overlaps, although 

when modelling some properties (e.g. alteration halos, mineral distributions or structural 

fabrics) topologies that include overlap are possible. As in the framework of Burns (1988), 

multiple different orders of spatial topology are possible, depending on the dimensions of 

the geometric elements of interest. Lithological and structural topology represent 

simplifications of a 1st order spatial topology. 

Temporal topologies are similar to spatial topologies in one dimension, although they are 

fundamentally distinguished by the directionality of time. This has two important 

implications. Firstly, relationships that could not be considered topological in a spatial 

context can be included: The older than and younger than relationships defined by Burns 

(1975) do not have analogues in a spatial topology (the equivalent statement in 1D space 
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would be ‘left’ and ‘right’, which are not maintained after negative scaling), but can be 

considered topological in a temporal sense as negative scaling is impossible. The geological 

manifestation of this is an overturned stratigraphy, where spatial relations (superpositions) 

have been reversed, while temporal relations remain unchanged. 

Secondly, relationships in a temporal topology are not commutative – if A is younger than 

B then B is not younger than A – whereas the common (though not all) Egenhofer relations 

are commutative (if A meets B, then B also meets A).  Hence, graphical representations of 

temporal topology require directed arcs, while graphs of spatial topology often do not. 

In summary, spatial topologies are defined by Egenhofer relationships (Fig. 1) between 

geometric elements (Fig. 2), while temporal topologies are defined by temporal relations 

(cf. Burns, 1975, and Table 2) between events (Fig. 22). 

In a geological context, spatial boundaries represent natural processes (e.g. intrusion, 

change in depositional environment or fracturing), and hence spatial topology can be used 

to infer temporal topology and vice versa. The key to this transition is the concept of a 

process model (Burns, 1981), which allows spatial relationships to be (sometimes) 

translated into temporal ones. For example, we know that intrusions form through the 

injection of magma into a fracture, and hence we might infer that the spatial adjacency 

between a sediment and a dyke indicates that the dyke is younger than the sediment. It is 

important to note that if the wrong process is invoked then the inferred temporal relation 

will be incorrect – the sediment in the previous example may unconformably overlie an 

older intrusion, for example.  

Finally, it is worth mentioning that a model’s spatial topology is a time-evolving property, 

and we only observe the final product. Topological relationships critical to the formation 

of an ore deposit, for example, may no longer exist as they may have been modified by 

later events. Faults, in particular, may result in rapidly evolving topologies over the time 

period that they are active. 
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Figure 22. Framework for geological topology outlined in this study. A geological model has two 
broad classes of topological relationships: spatial and temporal. These are linked by a process 
model, which can (sometimes) be used to infer age relations from spatial relations or vice versa. 

 

5.1.2. Topological observations and predictions 

Many topological relationships are directly observable in outcrops or cores, such as 

stratigraphic or faulted contacts and crosscutting relationships. These topological 

observations are usually manually incorporated into a regional stratigraphic column or 

structural framework, which are used as inputs into the modelling process, along with non-

topological data such as structural measurements. 

The topology of the resulting model can be calculated, as has been done in this study. 

Logically, for this model to be considered geologically reasonable, it should honour the 

topological relationships that were directly observed in the field. In the case of 

extrapolation or interpolation errors, however, this may not be the case, and so it might be 

useful to validate the model by checking that topological relations observed in the field are 

also present in the topology network calculated for the model. This method could be 

particularly useful when model suites are being generated. For example, if a contact 

between the Angler and Strzelecki formations had been observed in the Gippsland Basin 

(in a well for example), it would invalidate ~90% of models in the model space (cf. Fig 

19d). 

A similar geological validation test could be built by defining a process model and using it 

to calculate the temporal topology (geological history) associated with the model, using the 

methodology described by Burns (1975), Burns and Remfry (1976) and Burns (1981). This 

history could be compared with geochronology data and existing interpretations of the 
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regional history to ensure the model is logically consistent with known information. The 

possibility of this type of validation test has been discussed by Burns (1981) with respect 

to 2D maps and field datasets, though to this author’s knowledge has never been applied to 

3D models. 

5.1.3. Topology characterisation in 3D models 

The methodology for extracting 1st order spatial topologies from geological models 

presented in this work is generally robust, although it has some limitations. Most 

significantly, the method assumes that any point within the model volume can be located 

relative to (e.g. left or right of) each structure, and hence requires that structures (with the 

exception of plugs) crosscut the entire model volume at the time of their formation (Fig. 

23a). Non-continuous structures will not do this, and under the current method limited-

extent faults cannot be processed (Fig. 23b). Similarly fault splays (Fig. 23c) or structures 

within fault step-overs (or other fault-bound blocks; Fig. 23d) are problematic. 

One possible solution would be to implement a null or ‘not-affected’ option in the topology 

codes, which could be used to define an artificial topological boundary around the region 

of influence surrounding a non-continuous structure (Fig. 23e). As the tips of fault splays 

will fall on the edge of a structure’s region of influence, the splays will divide this artificial 

topological domain into further regions (Fig. 23f). Likewise, structures confined within 

fault-bounded domains would define a region of influence equal to their host domain, with 

all voxels outside this domain assigned a null code. 

While intuitive, this method would introduce artificial topological relationships between 

rock domains outside the region of influence and those within it, adding substantial 

complexity to the topology (Fig. 23g). These artificial topological relationships (dashed 

lines in Fig. 23g) could simply be ignored, although this might result in the formation of 

disjunct (non-connected) sub-graphs within the topology networks. 

Another possible solution (in some situations) would be to use a 2nd order topology instead, 

representing contacts, fault segments and splays directly as nodes and their intersections 

(edges) as arcs, similar to the method for describing fracture networks presented by  

Valentini et al. (2007) and Sanderson and Nixon (2015). 
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Figure 23. The method of calculating model topology described in this work requires structures to 
crosscut the entire model volume (a) at the time of their formation. Hence the method currently 
cannot resolve non-continuous structures (b), fault splays (c) or structures contained within fault-
bounded domains (d). One possible method for calculating the topology of such structures is to 
create an artificial topological boundary surrounding the ‘region of influence’ of non-continuous 
structures (e). Voxels within this domain are classified according to their position relative to the 
structure (eg. hangingwall, footwall) and voxels outside the domain are given a null code for that 
structure. If the region of influence is expanded or shrunk such that its boundary includes the tips 
of fault splays, they also define unique topological domains (f). The topology network that can be 
derived from these topological domains is shown (in plan view) as (g). Intrusive contacts have been 
drawn in yellow, faulted contacts in red and artificial relations as dashed lines. Note that faults in 
(g) are black to avoid confusion with arcs representing faulted contacts (red). 

 

5.2. Topological Uncertainty in Geological Models 

The range of topologies observed across the various model suites used in this study 

(sections 4.1 and 4.2) highlight the topological variability possible in even simple 

geological models. The following section discusses likely sources of these variations and 

the utility of topology and topological uncertainty as a decision tool. 
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5.2.1. Sources of topological uncertainty 

Geological structures affect topology in a variety of ways (section 2.3). Because of this, 

uncertainty regarding the location, orientation and properties of different types of structure 

induces differing amounts of topological uncertainty through the modelling process. 

Of all the different structures investigated in this study, topology was found to be most 

consistently sensitive to variations in unconformity depth and orientation (in the Unconf_de 

and Fold_Unconf_de models; v=1.144 and 3.64 respectively, and in the Gippsland Basin 

model, where the Permian Unconformity contributed most to overall topological 

variability), closely followed by variations in fault slip and orientation (in the NFault_ds, 

and Fold_Fault_ds models and the Gippsland Basin and Mount Painter models). Clearly, 

uncertainty regarding the geometry of erosional surfaces (unconformities) and 

orientation/slip of faults can be expected to cause significant topological uncertainty.  

In both cases the sensitivity of topology increased substantially when the complexity of the 

underlying/preceding geology was increased by including a folding event (topological 

variability increased by 318% for the unconformity and 395% for the fault; cf. 

Fold_Unconf_de, Fold_Fault_ds, Table 3). This is interesting as it highlights the 

importance of prior geological complexity in determining the topological uncertainty 

induced by a structure. Because of this, ductile events (folds, shears etc.) have a substantial 

influence on the topology of later geological events, even though they do not directly affect 

topology. 

A further 15-20% of topological variability was added to the synthetic models when 

wavelength and amplitude of the folding were also allowed to vary. This moderate increase 

in topological variability was accompanied by substantial increases in the number of 

observed unique topologies (by 216% and 168% for the Fold_Unconf_dewa and 

Fold_Fault_dswa models respectively), suggesting that many of the unique topologies 

generated by varying fold wavelength and amplitude were similar to each other. It is likely 

that many of these unique topologies represent boundary artefacts caused by the 

introduction of removal of isolated topological volumes (i.e. nodes) at the model 

boundaries (Fig. 15a). 

Dykes and plugs resulted in substantially less topological variability (Table 3), suggesting 

that uncertainty regarding these structures has a smaller impact on overall topological 
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uncertainty. The obvious explanation for this is that the topological expression of a dyke or 

plug is much simpler than that of a fault (Fig. 4), and hence less sensitive to uncertainty. 

While the topology of a fault is determined by the units it juxtaposes, the topology of an 

intrusion is determined only by the units it crosscuts. An interesting implication of this is 

that uncertainty regarding highly discordant dykes or plugs can be expected to have a 

smaller effect on topological uncertainty than more concordant intrusions (ie. sills), which 

are much less likely to crosscut all the units in their vicinity, and hence are more 

topologically sensitive to uncertainty regarding location and orientation. The comparatively 

high topological uncertainty regarding Dyke 1 and Dyke 2 in the Mt Painter model is a 

result of voxelation artefacts rather than true uncertainty, as the dykes are quite thin and 

tightly folded (Fig. 24). 

Uncertainty regarding the timing of geological events can also induce substantial 

topological uncertainties, something that has not been investigated in this study. This could 

be simulated by randomly swapping two or more events, although complications might 

arise because the topology codes would end up in different orders, and hence topologies 

would become difficult to compare across the model suite (this could be resolved by 

implementing a scheme that includes specific structure names in the topology code). 

 

 

Figure 24. Voxelation artefacts in the Mount Painter model. Dyke 1 and Dyke 2 should be 
continuous surfaces (except where they are cut by faults), however the folding has caused them to 
become ‘voxelised’. It is likely that these voxelation artefacts caused much of the observed 
topological variability regarding Dyke 1 and Dyke 2. 
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5.2.2. Quantifying topological uncertainty 

The topological variability metric (v) proposed in this study has proved useful for 

quantifying topological uncertainty and determining its sources within a model (e.g. Fig. 

17, 21). It provides a different method for characterizing uncertainty in geological models, 

and has the potential to complement existing methods such as information entropy 

(Wellmann and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012) and stratigraphic variability (Lindsay et al., 2012). 

Information entropy and stratigraphic variability are useful for quantifying (and mapping) 

global and local spatial uncertainties within a geological model, while topological 

variability provides a means of quantifying uncertainty regarding the global and local 

spatio-temporal relationships within a model. 

One limitation of the topological variability metric, and topological uncertainty analysis in 

general, is its sensitivity to boundary and voxelation artefacts. For example, as the 

Fold_Unconf_w and Fold_Unconf_a model suites (Fig. 15a) make clear, lithologies that 

move into and out of the model volume (depending on structure properties) can cause 

‘false’ topological uncertainty, as while the location of a contact may be uncertain (inside 

or outside the model volume), the topological relationship (contact) may not be (Fig. 25). 

In some cases this could be resolved by ignoring all lithologies that contact model 

boundaries, although in many models this would not be practical (as it would essentially 

eliminate the entire model). 

 

 

Figure 25. Topological boundary artefacts created after slightly perturbing fold wavelength and 
amplitude. The topological changes reflect the effect of the essentially arbitrary model boundary, 
rather than truly different geological topologies.  
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The voxelation of thin units can also cause topological artefacts within voxel-based models, 

inducing somewhat random topological uncertainty, as highlighted by the high topological 

variability associated with Dyke 1 and Dyke 2 in the Mt Painter model (Fig. 24). This has 

been alleviated somewhat by ignoring topological units with small volumes (section 3.4), 

although it still causes problems. Generally, this is a fundamental limitation of voxel-based 

modelling techniques rather than the topological analysis presented here, and could 

potentially be alleviated by calculating models with multi-resolution mesh or surface-based 

approaches. 

Topological uncertainty analyses also cannot directly measure uncertainties introduced by 

ductile events such as folding, although they are expressed in later discontinuous events. In 

some situations (particularly at a regional scale) shear-zones can be treated as faults, as 

even though continuity between units is technically maintained within a shear zone, this is 

often not the case. Well-developed shear zones might also define a discrete lithology (eg. 

mylonite), and could be treated (topologically) as a dyke with a large offset. 

5.2.3. Incorporating topological uncertainty into physical models 

Model topology is an important boundary condition when modelling many physical 

processes, such as fluid flow, heat flow or resistivity. Hence it is desirable to incorporate 

knowledge of topological uncertainties into these types of models. 

One simple way of doing this, based on the methodology presented above, would be to use 

the distance function and a clustering technique (e.g. hierarchical clustering) to extract a 

manageable and somewhat representative number of model topologies from model space 

(i.e. a clustered topology matrix), and using each of these as a different topological 

‘scenario’ in the modelling process. 

Topological uncertainty could be more thoroughly incorporated into physical models when 

processes can be directly assigned to nodes and arcs in the topology network (i.e. in lumped 

models, DeVantier and Feldman, 1993). For example a simple fluid flow model could be 

constructed by assigning permeability and surface area to contacts (arcs) and volumes and 

porosities to lithological blocks (nodes). Such models, while extremely simplistic, have 

been used to characterize many physical systems (e.g. Anaya, 1993; Castanier and 

Brigham, 1983; Lahaie and Grasso, 1998; Ozyurt and Bayari, 2003). As the computing 

requirements of these types of models are generally low, it would be conceivably possible 
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to run a physical model for each different topology in model space, and then directly 

compare the outputs, either to quantify uncertainty regarding the predictions or as a method 

of including structural uncertainty in a history matching (cf. Oliver and Chen, 2011) or 

calibration process. Alternatively, the topology super-networks could be used to identify 

and assign uncertainty to each arc in a model, although care must be taken in this approach 

as the probabilities of observing multiple topological relationships are not independent.  

In some models (e.g. of groundwater flow) it might be appropriate to use a simplistic 

lumped model to identify end-member models in model space, and then use more 

complicated and demanding modelling techniques to investigate these in detail. It is worth 

noting here that in many situations it might be useful to treat faults as dykes with arbitrary 

thickness, especially where faults are considered to be linking structures (e.g. permeability 

or conductivity pathways) or barriers.  

5.3. Future directions 

The applications of geological topology and topological uncertainty demonstrated in this 

work represent a foundation upon which many further, more specific studies could be built. 

Some of these potential applications, such as the use of topology as a rejection filter or the 

incorporation of topological uncertainty into physical modelling, have already been 

discussed. Some other possible future applications are briefly discussed below. 

Firstly, topology has been used as a constraint in geophysical inversion methods (e.g. Bosch 

et al., 2001; Guillen et al., 2008; Lelievre, 2009). These inversion schemes maintain the 

topology of a prior geological model while optimising the distribution and petrophysical 

properties of lithologies in the model. As this study clearly demonstrates, the topology of a 

geological model is highly sensitive to geological uncertainty, and hence maintaining a 

fixed topology during geophysical inversion greatly under-samples model space. Instead, 

it should be possible to use the methods outlined here to identify ‘hard’ topological rules 

that are observed across the entire model space (i.e. topological relations that have a weight 

of ~1 in the super-networks), and ‘soft’ topological rules that can be allowed to vary based 

on their estimated probability. Furthermore, implementations of integrated geological and 

geophysical inversions (cf. Jessell et al., 2014; Jessell et al., 2010) could utilise model 

topology to classify and navigate model space in a way similar (and complementary) to the 

geodiversity approach suggested by Lindsay et al. (2013) and Lindsay et al. (2014). 
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Geological topology could also provide a novel method for characterising and comparing 

geological features. For example, ore deposits, tectonic terranes or sedimentary basins 

could be characterised and compared at a simple level using their lithological topology 

(assuming that can be characterized using consistent lithological descriptors). More 

advanced comparisons could potentially include temporal or structural relations, although 

equality between geological events or structures in different locations is more difficult to 

define than lithological equality. 

Finally, the set of temporal relations defined by Burns (1975) assumes that events are 

essentially instantaneous, and hence a models temporal topology currently cannot describe 

diachronous, coeval or overlapping events. This will cause problems for geological 

structures such as syn-sedimentary and reactivated faults, coeval intrusive and extrusive 

volcanic suites or contemporaneous metamorphism and deformation. While it would be 

simple to define further temporal relationships to include these structures, inferring them 

from spatial topology using the methodology of (Burns, 1975; Burns and Remfry, 1976; 

Burns et al., 1978) is not trivial.   

6. Conclusions 
The key findings of this study can be summarised as follows: 

 The topology of 3D geological models can be described for water-tight models 

purely in terms of adjacency and temporal relationships, whereas a more general 

scheme that considers overlapping volumes and time relationships is necessary for 

alteration halos, microstructural overprinting and diachronous event sequences (for 

example). 

 Methods for calculating, visualising and interacting with the topology of 3D models 

have been developed as an extension of pynoddy. These methods currently only 

work with the Noddy modelling package, but could easily be applied to other 

implicit modelling software. 

 Analysis of model topology can be used to characterise the geodiversity of a model 

space, complementing existing Monte Carlo uncertainty estimation techniques. The 

concept of topological uncertainty has been introduced and methods suggested for 

quantifying it and identifying its sources.  
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 The sensitivity of specific topological hypotheses to structural uncertainty in 

realistic 3D geological models can be tested, potentially allowing a more rigorous, 

probability-based approach to physical modelling in which topology forms a key 

part, such as fluid flow or resistivity modelling.  

 Topological analysis is fertile ground for further study, with unexplored 

applications including: (1) use as a filter for rejecting models that violate known 

topological rules (and hence identifying extrapolation errors); (2) automatically 

inferring geological history from geometry via a process model, and; (3) 

characterizing and comparing lithological associations in ore deposits, tectonic 

domains or sedimentary basins. 
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Appendix 1: Synthetic Models 

Model Name X-Z Section Parameters Varied 

NFault 

 

Dip, Slip 

Dyke 

 

Dip 

Plug 

 

Dip 

Unconf 

 

Dip, Depth 

Fold_Fault 

 

Wavelength, 
Amplitude,  

Dip, Slip 

Fold_Dyke 

 

Wavelength, 
Amplitude,  

Dip, Location 

Fold_Plug 

 

Wavelength, 
Amplitude,  
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Fold_Unconf 

 

Wavelength, 
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Dip, Depth 

   
   

 



 



Appendix 2: Gippsland Basin Parameters 

Event Name Parameter Distribution Mean ± 

Early Folding Amplitude Normal 500 100 
 Wavelength Normal 15000 2500 
 X Normal 0 500 
 Z Normal 0 500 
Permian Sediments Depth Normal 250 100 
Cape Howe Fault Dip Von-Mises 70 10 
 Dip Direction Von-Mises 270 5 
 X Normal 23000 100 
 Z Normal 5000 100 
 Slip Normal -100 100 
Cape Everard Fault Dip Von-Mises 70 10 
 Dip Direction Von-Mises 286 5 
 X Normal 18000 100 
 Y Normal 0 100 
 Z Normal 5000 100 
 Slip Normal -100 100 
Lake Wellington Thrust Dip Von-Mises 70 10 
 Dip Direction Von-Mises 180 5 
 Y Normal 1300 100 
 Z Normal 5000 100 
 Slip Normal 500 100 
Foster Thrust Dip Von-Mises 54 10 
 Dip Direction Von-Mises 10 5 
 X Normal 8730 100 
 Y Normal 0 100 
 Z Normal 5000 100 
 Slip Normal 500 100 
La Trobe Group Depth Normal 750 100 
Cape Howe Inversion Slip Normal 200 100 
Cape Everard Inversion Slip Normal 200 100 
Angler-Seaspray Group Depth Normal 1000 100 

 



 



Appendix 3: Mount Painter Parameters 

Event Name Parameter Distribution Mean ± 

Unconformity 1 Dip Von-Mises 54 10 
 Dip Direction Von-Mises 300 10 
Dyke 1 Dip Von-Mises 0 10 
 Dip Direction Von-Mises 000 10 
Dyke 2 Dip Von-Mises 0 10 
 Dip Direction Von-Mises 000 10 
Plug 1 X Normal 9999 100 
 Y Normal -10 000 100 
 Z Normal -1 112 100 
Plug 2 X Normal -1746 100 
 Y Normal 3968 100 
 Z Normal 1745 100 
Shear Zone 1 Dip Von-Mises 88 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 306 10 
  Slip Normal 8112 100 
  Width Normal 4528 100 
Unconformity 2 Dip Von-Mises 60 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 314 10 
Fault 1 Dip Von-Mises 70 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 180 10 
  Slip Normal -200 100 
Fault 2 Dip Von-Mises 80 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 203 10 
  Slip Normal -500 100 
Fault 3 Dip Von-Mises 203 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 075 10 
  Slip Normal -500 100 
Fault 4 Dip Von-Mises 70 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 180 10 
  Slip Normal -500 100 
Fault 5 Dip Von-Mises 78 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 322 10 
  Slip Normal 300 100 
Shear Zone 2 Dip Von-Mises 88 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 306 10 
  Slip Normal -500 100 
  Width Normal 4528 100 
Plug 3 X Normal 5555 100 
  Y Normal 2480 100 
  Z Normal 4920 100 
Fault 6 Dip Von-Mises 75 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 051 10 
  Slip Normal 100 100 
Fault 7 Dip Von-Mises 98 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 117 10 
  Slip Normal 300 100 
Cover Dip Von-Mises 03 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 090 10 
Fault 8 Dip Von-Mises 119 10 
  Dip Direction Von-Mises 117 10 
 Slip Normal -944 100 
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

This manual provides documentation and worked examples of the functionality that has been implemented
in pynoddy for the calculation and analysis of model topology, and the characterisation of topological
uncertainty. All of the code that is documented here is available on the pynoddy GitHub repository at
https://github.com/flohorovicic/pynoddy.

1.1 Pynoddy

pynoddy is a python wrapper that allows scripted interaction with the Noddy geological modelling package. It
provides methods for defining, loading, modifying and realising kinematic models. Pynoddy has been designed as
an interface to allow fully reproducible scientific experiments with kinematic geology models, with particular em-
phasis on monte-carlo or sensitivity type analyses. Hence, the package provides an ideal framework for examining
the topology of kinematic geology models and assessing its sensitivity to uncertainty.

General documentation for the pynoddy module is available at http://pynoddy.readthedocs.org/en/latest/readme.html.

1.2 Topology Analysis

The topology_analysis package (and associated classes) presented here provide an extension of the pynoddy frame-
work for the investigation and analysis of topological problems in kinematic geology models. The TopologyAnal-
ysis class essentially takes the Noddy .his file of interest and:

• perturbs the model according to assigned probability density functions, simulating inherent uncertainty
through monte-carlo simulation

• calculates the topology of each model realisation in a variety of forms

• identifies unique model topologies and quantifies the similarities and differences between different models

• produces weighted topology super-networks containing every observed topological relationship, weighted
by its frequency

The TopologyAnalysis class also provides methods for visualising and exploring the suite of topologies generated
by this approach (and the associated super-networks) to help gain an understanding of topological uncertainty and
hence confidence regarding specific or general topological hypotheses.

1.3 Outline and Structure

The pynoddy topology extension (Fig. 1.1) is implemented via several new python classes and mod-
ules. Code for calculating the topology of Noddy models is included the pynoddy.topology mod-
ule. An interface for loading and processing the resulting topology networks has been implemented in the
pynoddy.output module, and is defined in the NoddyTopology class. This class relies on networkX
(https://networkx.github.io/) for representing these networks in memory, and uses matplotlib and mlab
(http://docs.enthought.com/mayavi/mayavi/mlab.html) for visualising them.

1
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Analyses relating to topological uncertainty and the characterisation of topology suites has been implemented
in the pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis module. This module contains two classes: a util-
ity class for storing model paths, model realisations and topology networks called ModelRealisation
and an extension of the pynoddy.experiment class for performing topological uncertainty experiments,
called TopologyAnalysis. A few novel visualisation and analysis methods have been implemented in the
pynoddy.experiment.util module, including the hive_plot.HivePlot class for drawing network
hive diagrams.

The figure below summarises the structure of the pynoddy topology extension (components highlighted in red)
and its interaction with pynoddy itself (black).

The following section provides a series of worked examples (tutorials) demonstrating the use and functionality
introduced by this extension. These focus on: (1) calculating and visualising model topology; (2) calculating topo-
logical uncertainty, and; (3) visualising and analysing topological uncertainty. Specific documentation regarding
the new modules, classes and functions are included in chapter 3.

Fig. 1.1: Summary of the structure of the pynoddy topology extension and its interaction with pynoddy modules.
Modules that have been developed as part of the pynoddy.topology extensions are highlighted in red. Modules
that the extension depends on (and are not included in the pynoddy distribution) are highlighted in blue.

2 Chapter 1. Introduction



CHAPTER

TWO

EXAMPLES

2.1 Example 1: Topology Calculation and Visualisation

The calculation of model topology is made easy with the pynoddy topology extension, as this next example will
show. We will create a simple noddy model containing a stratigraphy and normal fault and unconformity, and then
explore some of the visualisation options available to us using the NoddyTopology class.

We start by importing the standard libraries and required pynoddy classes.

import sys, os
%pylab inline

#pynoddy classes
import pynoddy
reload(pynoddy)

import pynoddy.history
reload(pynoddy.history)

import pynoddy.output
reload(pynoddy.output)

from pynoddy.history import NoddyHistory
from pynoddy.output import NoddyOutput
from pynoddy.output import NoddyTopology

2.1.1 Calculating a model and its topology

We need a model before we can start playing around with its topology. For convenience, we’ll create a new
NoddyHistory class and manually specify all of the model events and associated parameters. Alternatively we
could load a .his file produced by the Noddy GUI or saved from a previous analysis.

#output paths, in a subdirectory so they are easy to delete when we're done
history_name = "ex1/simple_model.his"
output_name = "ex1/simple_out"

#check ex1 folder exists
if not os.path.exists('ex1'):

os.makedirs('ex1')

#create NoddyHistory object
his = pynoddy.history.NoddyHistory()

# add stratigraphy
strati_options = {'num_layers' : 8,

'layer_names' : ['A', 'B', 'C',

3
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'D', 'E', 'F',
'G', 'H'],

'layer_thickness' : [1500, 500, 500, 500, 500, 500, 500, 500]}
his.add_event('stratigraphy', strati_options )

#add fault
fault_options = {'name' : 'Fault_E',

'pos' : (6000, 0, 5000),
'dip_dir' : 270,
'dip' : 60,
'slip' : 1000}

his.add_event('fault', fault_options)

#add unconformity
unconf_options = {'name' : 'Unconf_1',

'pos' : (6000, 0, 4000),
'dip_direction' : 270,
'dip' : 5,
'num_layers' : 4,
'layer_names' : ['U_A','U_B','U_C','U_D'],
'layer_thickness' : [500,1000,500,1000]}

his.add_event('unconformity', unconf_options)

#set cube size
his.change_cube_size(50)

The new history class that we’ve created needs to be saved to a file before we can run it through Noddy. We
do this using the write_history function, and then pass the created file to Noddy and generate a model.
Because we also want noddy to calculate topology codes for each voxel in the model we specify that sim_type
= ’TOPOLOGY’.

Finally, we use the NoddyOutput class to load and plot a cross-section from the resulting model.

#write history file
his.write_history(history_name)

#run it through Noddy
print pynoddy.compute_model(history_name,output_name,sim_type='TOPOLOGY')

#load the output and draw a cross-section
model = NoddyOutput(output_name)
model.plot_section()

4 Chapter 2. Examples
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Now the model has been generated (if you look in the ‘ex1’ folder now you will see a whole bunch of files have
been created), we can call the topology code to extract the topology network from the voxel model. For speed
purposes, this code has been implemented in c, however the compiled topology application can be accessed via
the pynoddy interface as follows:

pynoddy.compute_topology(output_name)

The ‘ex1’ folder now contains even more files, hopefully including a .g23 file. If you open the .g23 file in a text
editor you will see that it contains a list of codes, grouped into pairs. For example the first line might be 003_001A
003_000A’. Each code in a pair represents a discrete rock volume (cell), with the lithology code separated from
the topology code by an underscore. Hence the example code above defines an adjacency relationship between
two blocks of lithology 003, one on the left of the third structure (hence with a topology code 000), and one on
the right (with the topology code 001).

We can load all these adjacency relationships into memory as a network, encapsulated in the NoddyTopology
class. Note that you need NetworkX installed for this (for pip users, try pip install networkx, otherwise
download it from https://networkx.github.io/)

Lets load this network, and then we can play around with visualisation functions.

topo = NoddyTopology(output_name)

The topo object we have created is essentially a series of functions attached to an underlying NetworkX graph.
The networkX graph can easily be accessed using topo.graph, though beware of changing this graph as nodes
and edges are expected to have particular attributes, and so you could easily break things.

2.1.2 Adjacency Matrices

Now that we have a NoddyTopology object to play with, lets start using the drawing functions. We start by
plotting the network as an adjacency matrix, which is by far the easiest way to represent model topologies in two
dimensions.

topo.draw_adjacency_matrix()

2.1. Example 1: Topology Calculation and Visualisation 5
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Adjacency matrices are somewhat self explanatory - nodes are listed on each axes and each element Eij of the
matrix populated if the ith and jth node are adjacent. As we know the structural significance of adjacency relation-
ships in geological models, adjacent nodes are classified accordingly. Hence the red square at B,C in the matrix
tells us that unit B and unit C are in contact across a fault.

Note that A, B, C etc. are repeated (twice) along each axis, as there are several topology nodes containing this
lithology. In this example, A through to F all appear twice, one representing the hangingwall of the fault and
one the footwall. Lithology G clearly appears on only one side of the fault as it is not duplicated. The U_D
lithology, the first layer above the unconformity, also appears only once, as the stratigraphic units deposited after
the unconformity are continuous over the whole model.

2.1.3 3D Visualisation

Now that we’ve got the basics, lets try some more advanced and exciting (though admittedly somewhat less useful)
plots. First of all a 3D plot:

topo.draw_3d_network()

6 Chapter 2. Examples
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As you can see, this is mildly, though not particularly useful. It is better in an interactive setting, and rotating these
3D networks can help get an idea of the topological relationships within a model, but with more complex models
it becomes increasingly difficult to make meaningful interpretations.

More advanced 3D plots can be produced using the NoddyTopology.draw_mayavi(...) and
NoddyTopology.draw_mayavi_graph(...) function, although these require the mayavi mlab library
and do not work particularly well in ipython, hence we’ll brush over them here.

2.1.4 Hive Diagrams

Hive plots are an innovative and aesthetically pleasing method for drawing complex networks. I strongly recom-
mend checking out some of the examples here - http://www.hiveplot.net/ - they’re pretty neat.

Hive plots essentially comprise three different axes, on which the nodes in your complex network are ranked
according to a property that is thought to be important. We can draw a hive plot of our topology network like so:

topo.draw_network_hive(bg='w',axes='k')

2.1. Example 1: Topology Calculation and Visualisation 7
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While confusing at first, these plots can be quite handy. Nodes in this example are ranked by stratigraphic age
on the top axis (from oldest in the middle to youngest on top), structural age on the first (clockwise) axis, which
represents the youngest age at which the contact between two nodes formed, and the surface area of this contact
on the third axis. Arcs on the hive diagram join the nodes on the top axes (representing discrete volumes of rock)
with nodes on the other axes based on their adjacency relationships.

Hive diagrams are particularly good at visualising emergent properties of complex networks. For example, we can
see that the majority of the stratigraphic contacts (grey) tend to have much larger surface areas than the faulted
contacts (red), as may be expected. All of the little loops on the stratigraphic axis also show the juxtapositions
of units across the fault, and we can tell that the unconformity contacts the uppermost three units of the faulted
stratigraphy.

2.1.5 Structural and Lithological Topology

The topology of realistic geological models quickly becomes very complicated, and hence difficult to visualise,
explore and analyse. To help circumvent this problem, complex topologies can be simplified into two useful forms:
lithological topology and structural topology.

Lithological Topology

A models lithological topology is essentially the same as the topology networks that we’ve been drawing previ-
ously, except that only adjacency relationships between different lithologies are included (ie. we ignore struc-
turally bound topological volumes and only use lithology to define the network). We can calculate and draw the
lithological topology using the NoddyTopology class like so:

8 Chapter 2. Examples
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lithological_topology = topo.collapse_structure() #calculate
lithological_topology.draw_adjacency_matrix() #draw

The resulting lithology topology network is also encapsulated within a NoddyTopology class, as many of the
same functions also apply. However nodes in a lithological topology no longer have spatial significance, and hence
we can no longer draw 3D network diagrams.

An inspection of the above matrix shows that it shares many similarities with the adjacency matrix drawn of the
overall model topology previously, however each lithology is now only present once as duplicate nodes of the same
lithology are not allowed. Hence, we can (easily) get information regarding the types of contacts between different
lithologies present within the model, but cannot gain any information about which volumes of each lithology are
in contact.

Structural Topology

Structural topology is, in a sense, the opposite of lithological topology. Rather than using lithological relationships
and ignoring structural relationships, structural topology completely ignores lithological contacts, and instead
represents the topology of different structurally bound rock volumes.

Structural topology can be calculated as follows:

structural_topology = topo.collapse_stratigraphy()
structural_topology.draw_adjacency_matrix()

2.1. Example 1: Topology Calculation and Visualisation 9
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The structural topology of the model we created above is not particularly interesting, as it only contains three
structurally bound volumes of rock (the hangingwall and footwall of the fault, and the units above the unconfor-
mity). However it does tell us about the overall architecture of the model - blocks 000A and 020 A are in faulted
contact with each other and overlain by the unconformable 003A block.

As with lithological topology, the structural topology object is also an instance of the NoddyTopology
class (the NoddyTopology.type variable can be used to determine the type of topology represented by a
NoddyTopology object), however unlike lithological topology we can draw a 3D network. In this instance this
network is really simple (see below), however in more complex models it can be really handy when trying to figure
out what is going on in the overall topology network.

structural_topology.draw_3d_network()

10 Chapter 2. Examples
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We’ll finish with this example now, as only so much can be done with a single, simplistic geological model.

In the following two examples we’ll move on to model suites, rather than single models, and begin investigating
the concept of topological uncertainty. While working with model suites can be much more complicated than the
example provided here, the fundamental concepts presented in this example (and the visualisation techniques) are
relevant throughout.

2.1. Example 1: Topology Calculation and Visualisation 11
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2.2 Example 2: Topological Uncertainty

In this example, we explore some of the functionality of the pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis
class and its application to uncertainty analyses. We will use the same synthetic model as in the previous example,
but use random variables to describe the model parameters (rather than absolute values) and attempt to gain an
understanding of the range of topological possibility by generating and comparing many different model realisa-
tions.

To start with, we import the standard and pynoddy modules we’re using and construct a NoddyHistory class
defining our model, as in the last example.

import sys, os
%matplotlib inline

#pynoddy classes
import pynoddy
reload(pynoddy)

import pynoddy.history
reload(pynoddy.history)

import pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis
reload(pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis)

from pynoddy.history import NoddyHistory
from pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis import TopologyAnalysis

#output paths, in a subdirectory so they are easy to delete when we're done
history_name = "ex2/base_model.his"
output_name = "ex2/base_model"

#check ex1 folder exists
if not os.path.exists('ex2'):

os.makedirs('ex2')

#create NoddyHistory object
his = pynoddy.history.NoddyHistory()

# add stratigraphy (event 1)
strati_options = {'num_layers' : 8,

'layer_names' : ['A', 'B', 'C',
'D', 'E', 'F',
'G', 'H'],

'layer_thickness' : [1500, 500, 500, 500, 500, 500, 500, 500]}
his.add_event('stratigraphy', strati_options )

#add fault (event 2)
fault_options = {'name' : 'Fault_E',

'pos' : (6000, 0, 5000),
'dip_dir' : 270,
'dip' : 60,
'slip' : 1000}

his.add_event('fault', fault_options)

#add unconformity (event 3)
unconf_options = {'name' : 'Unconf_1',

'pos' : (6000, 0, 4000),
'dip_direction' : 270,
'dip' : 5,
'num_layers' : 4,
'layer_names' : ['U_A','U_B','U_C','U_D'],
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'layer_thickness' : [500,1000,500,1000]}

his.add_event('unconformity', unconf_options)

#set cube size
his.change_cube_size(100)

#save
his.write_history(history_name)

We now have a history file that we can start playing around with. We could have built one using the Noddy GUI,
and with more complicated models this is probably more efficient.

2.2.1 Model Parameters

The key difference between a model suite and an individual model is that we now assign probability density
functions (pdfs) to model parameters rather than a specific ‘best guess’ value. The shape of each pdf should be
representative of the uncertainty surrounding that parameter. Once assigned, we can use these pdfs and monte
carlo simulation to create a suite of possible model realisations. These model realisations sample a hypothetical
model space containing all possible models given the assigned uncertainties, and hence by comparing them we
can start to gain insight about the propagation of uncertainty through the model.

In pynoddy, we assign pdfs to model variables using a .csv ‘parameters’ file. In this example we are going to
allow fault position, dip and slip and unconformity depth and dip to vary.

#create csv
f = open('ex2/params.csv','w')

#write header
f.write('event,parameter,type,+-\n')

#write fault uncertainty
f.write("%d,%s,%s,%d\n" % (2,'X','normal',100))
f.write("%d,%s,%s,%d\n" % (2,'Dip','vonmises',10))
f.write("%d,%s,%s,%d\n" % (2,'Slip','normal',500))

#write unconformity uncertainty
f.write("%d,%s,%s,%d\n" % (3,'Z','normal',100))
f.write("%d,%s,%s,%d\n" % (3,'Dip','vonmises',5))

#finish
f.close()

This ‘parameters’ file has a really simple structure. Properties that are allowed to vary make up the rows of the
file, and are defined by an event id (first column) and the name of the relevant property as defined in the .his file
(second column). Different structures are defined by different parameters, though a quick look inside a history file
will give a good indication of what parameters can be varied.

The third collumn in the csv file defines the type of the pdf used to represent the specified parameter. In general,
this should be a normal distribution for scalar variables and von-mises distribution for orientations. The von-mises
distribution is essentially equivalent to the normal distribution, but wrapped around a circle so that it can be used
to describe orientations.

The final column in this csv file is titled ‘+-‘. This is used to calculate the shape of the pdf (i.e. standard deviation,
kappa value). The value in this column can be thought of as similar to a confidence interval, as pynoddy constructs
a probability distribution function such that 95% of all samples fall within the range defined by mean - ‘+-‘ to
mean + ‘+-‘.

It is also possible to specify the mean value of the distributions in the parameter file, using another column titled
‘mean’. The initial values specified in the history file are used by default, which is what we want in this case.
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2.2.2 Estimating Topological Uncertainty

We will now go ahead and use this newly created parameter file to generate 30 different versions of our model,
using the TopologyAnalysis class. This may take a few minutes. By providing a seed, this function should
produce identical results each time it is run.

ta = TopologyAnalysis(history_name, 'ex2/params.csv', 30, threads=4,
output='ex2/model_realisations',seed=10)

The ‘ex2/model_realisation’ folder now contains 30 different versions of the noddy model. The topology of these
have already been loaded into the TopologyAnalysis class, and lists of unique topologies and topology super-
networks generated. We can get a summary of the results as follows:

print ta.summary()

16 different topologies found (from 31 trials)
6 unique lithological topologies found
1 unique structural topologies found
model variability (overall) = 0.511
model variability (lithological) = 0.542
model variability (structural) = -0.000
Model realisations had topologies of (on average):

14.133 nodes
26.467 edges

Model realisations had lithological topologies of (on average):
8.067 nodes
16.867 edges

Model realisations had structural topologies of (on average):
3.000 nodes
3.000 edges

Overall super network had 40 edges
Litho super network had 26 edge
Struct super network had 3 edges

Straight away this tells us a little about the topological uncertainty in the model. 16 of the topologies found were
unique, suggesting that the topology is relatively well constrained - it is quite normal for almost every model
realisation to be unique with more complex models - but with a reasonable amount of uncertainty. The moderate
topological variability (0.511) reflects this.

Finally, we’ll calculate whether the fault or the unconformity is contributing more to the topological uncertainty:

print TopologyAnalysis.calculate_structure_variabilities(ta.super_topology)

'Fault_E': 0.765, 'Unconf_1': 0.750, 'Strat': 0.168

The variability observed across the unconformity (0.75) is quite similar to that observed for the fault (0.765),
suggesting that they have a similar effect on topological uncertainty, although 30 trials is obviously not nearly
enough to say anything statistically significant.

2.2.3 Sample Representivity and Cumulative Topology Distributions

Before taking the results of an analysis like this seriously, it is important to assess the degree to which our model
suite has sampled the range of topological possibility within model space. This is done using cumulative topol-
ogy distributions, which were generated when the unique topologies were being identified (while creating our
TopologyAnalysis instance).
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For any given model and defined input uncertainty, there exists a finite number of possible model topologies in
model space. Hence, the probability of observing a new topological configuration decreases as more models are
observed, eventually reaching zero once all possible topologies have been identified. We exploit this to assess the
size of our sampled model suite (20 models in this example) by plotting the cumulative number of the number of
unique observed topologies as we progress through our model suite. This is done for each type of model topology,
as they all have different curves.

ta.plot_cumulative_topologies(topology_type='')
ta.plot_cumulative_topologies(topology_type='struct')
ta.plot_cumulative_topologies(topology_type='litho')
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In this (really simple) instance, these graphs suggest that we have a reasonable sample size for structural and
lithological topology (they flatten off nicely), however the cumulative overall topology curve looks like it still
has a fair way to go up, and hence that there are many unsampled topologies left. This is not unusual, and often
for complex models even a huge number of model realisations will not properly sample the range of overall
topological possibility in model space. This limits the possible analyses somewhat, though we can usually still
use the individual topological relationships and their frequencies to make some inferences. To check if we have
properly sampled the number of possible topological relationships, we produce a Cumulative observed adjacency
distribution:

ta.plot_cumulative_relationships(topology_type='')

This distribution flattens nicely, and hence suggests we have sampled most of the possible topological relationships
(although I would run some more models just to be sure), and hence we can use the topology super-networks to
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make inferences about specific topological hypotheses.

Finally, before we move on to visualisation and analysis techniques in the next example, we need to save this
analysis so we can use it later. This is nice and easy using pythons pickle module.

import pickle as pk
pk.dump(ta,open('ex2/topology_experiment.pkl','wb'))

2.2. Example 2: Topological Uncertainty 17
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2.3 Example 3: Exploring Topological Uncertainty

In this example we will explore some of the functionality that has been implemented in
pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis for interacting with and visualising topological uncertainty.
To start with, we’re going to import the required modules and then load the pickled TopologyAnalysis class
that we saved at the end of the previous example.

import sys, os
%matplotlib inline

#pynoddy classes
import pynoddy
reload(pynoddy)

import pynoddy.history
reload(pynoddy.history)

import pynoddy.output
reload(pynoddy.output)

import pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis
reload(pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis)

from pynoddy.output import NoddyTopology
from pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis import TopologyAnalysis

#load pickle
import pickle as pk
ta = pk.load(open('ex2/topology_experiment.pkl','rb'))

Note: If you are having trouble loading the topology_experiment.pkl file, please ensure that (1) it has been correctly
generated as per the previous chapter, and (2) the path is correct.

2.3.1 Exploring Model Space

Now that we have loaded a topology experiment we can start playing around with visualisation techniques. First
of all, I like to get a feel for the amount of variability in model space, and which models are common. Because
topology allows us to directly compare different models, this can be done by drawing the most frequently observed
topologies (which we’ll call a frequent topology matrix) or drawing models close to the centroids (and hence
representative) of clusters of topologically similar models (called a clustered topology matrix).

print "Frequent Topology Matrix"
ta.plot_n_models(n=4,criterion='probability',uid=True)

Frequent Topology Matrix

The Frequent Topology Matrix is quite simple to calculate, as it simply shows examples of models with the most
frequently occurring topologies. This is useful as it can give an indication of what type of geology is common,
though as we’ll see later this usually does not mean that these models should be our best guess, as there are many
infrequently observed models.
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The Clustered Topology Matrix is somewhat more complicated to calculate. It uses a clustering algorithm called
UPGMA (Unweighed Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) to classify the topologies based on their simi-
larities. This classification is presented as a dendrogram, which can be plotted as below:

ta.plot_dendrogram(topology_type='')

When we called the plot_n_models function we asked for n=4 models, hence 4 clusters are extracted from
this dendrogram by cutting the tree at ~0.2. Pairwise similarities between each model within these clusters are then
used to define the type model, which is most similar to all others in its group. These type models are displayed in
the clustered topology matrix. This method provides a means of selecting a small number of models that represent
variability in model space as best as possible.

A clustered topology matrix is drawn below. Close inspection of these models shows that topologically they are
quite different.

print "Clustered Topology Matrix"
ta.plot_n_models(n=4,criterion='clustering',uid=True)
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Clustered Topology Matrix

2.3.2 Exploring Parameter Space

It is also useful to explore the range of parameter space over which a particular type of topology occurs. As
parameter space is usually highly-multidimensional (ie. many different model parameters are varied), it is most
easily represented as a boxplot array.

ta.boxplot(topology_type='',height=2)
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A few interesting observations can be made from these boxplots. Firstly, if we look at the frequency distribution of
the different types of topology (arranged along the x-axis) it becomes clear why just selecting the most frequently
observed topology is a bad idea - there are many more low frequency topologies (topologies 3 to 12) than there are
frequent ones, hence if we pretend that one of the models in model space is the ‘correct’ one, it is actually more
likely to be one of the infrequent models than one of the frequent models (topology type 0). The red box on the
frequency plot shows the initial model, which in this case also had the most frequently observed topology (though
this is often not true).

The box-and-whisker plots show the range of different parameters observed within each topology class (containing
models with identical topologies). It appears that the dip of the unconformity is largely controlling topology (as
box-and-whiskers tend not to overlap) while the location and dip of the fault have a smaller effect (as the box-and-
whisker plots overlap substantially).

2.3.3 Topology Super-Networks

The topology super-networks can be drawn with the tools for drawing individual model topologies that were
demonstrated in Example 1. The key difference here is that each arc (topological relationship) in a topology
super-network has a weight representing its frequency. This arc weight is used to define the transparency of
symbols in the adjacency matrices and lines in the hive diagrams.

To begin, lets compare the topology of the initial model with the super-network calculated from the model suite:

print "Initial model"
ta.initial_topology.draw_adjacency_matrix()

Initial model

print "Topology Super-Network"
NoddyTopology.draw_graph_matrix(ta.super_topology)
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Topology Super-Network

At first glance, these two matrices appear quite similar - which already highlights the relatively small topologi-
cal uncertainty (topological variability essentially measures the percentage increase in size of the super-network
matrix when compared to individual models topology matrices).

There are, however, important differences between the super-matrix and initial topology matrix. Many of the
fault relationships in the initial topology (eg. between lithology C and lithology D) are quite pale in the
super-matrix, indicating that they were not present in all of the model realisations. Similarly, new relationships
(eg. between lithology C and lithology F) appear in the super-matrix that are not in the initial matrix
(representing relationships that were observed in the model suite but are not present in the initial model). Note
that the symbols shaded with a cross-hatch (eg. between lithology F and U_C) represent relationships that
were observed in less that 10% of the model realisations (ie. have a weight < 0.1) because symbols with an alpha
< 0.1 are difficult to see.

With more complicated models (and increasing topological uncertainty) these overall-topology matrices and super-
matrices become increasingly difficult to interpret, as the topology networks contain many hundreds of nodes and
hence the matrices become enormous. In these instances, it is useful to use the lithological topology matrices
instead, as their size depends only on the number of stratigraphic units within the model. Much of the informa-
tion in the above networks can also be gleaned from these (see below), although information regarding specific
topological units (structurally bound volumes of rock) is lost.

print "Lithological Topology Super-Network"
NoddyTopology.draw_graph_matrix(ta.super_litho_topology)

Lithological Topology Super-Network
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To finish, we’ll generate a hive diagram of the topology super-network. Hive diagrams generally present much of
the same information as the super-matrices, though they present it in a different fashion and make it possible to
include information regarding node volumes and contact surface areas.

We build a hive diagram as follows:

ta.plot_super_network(bg='w', axes='k')
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This diagram shows a few useful things. Firstly, it is evident (and unsurprising) that the most uncertain contacts
(see dotted lines and pale lines) had small surface areas. Faults (red) and the uncertainty surrounding the units
juxtaposed across them is demonstrated by the complicated ‘ladder-like’ series of arcs joining nodes in the lower
section of the Stratigraphic Age axis. However the most uncertain edges are green (unconformities), sug-
gesting the unconformity contributes a lot to the topological uncertainty. The contribution of the faults is less
obvious, but still discernible.
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CHAPTER

THREE

DOCUMENTATION

Specific documentation for all of the modules and classes included in the pynoddy topology analysis extension
are included in the following section.

For documentation of pynoddy functionality in general please refer to the github directory at
https://github.com/flohorovicic/pynoddy

3.1 pynoddy.topology module

This module contains the c code that constructs topology networks from the voxset
of topology codes generated when noddy is called in TOPOLOGY mode (ie. using
pynoddy.compute_model(’my_history.his’,’output_name’,sim_type=’TOPOLOGY’).

Note that this code must be compiled before pynoddy.compute_topology will function correctly. topol-
ogy.c can be compiled on a machine with gcc installed using the following:

Windows:

gcc -Wl,--stack,1073741824 -O3 -w -g -o topology.exe topology.c

Unix:

gcc gcc -O3 -o topology topology.c

These compilation commands are bundled with the c code in compile.bat (for windows) and compile.sh (for unix
based systems).

Usage

The compiled topology code can be run directly from the command line to generate topology network files (.g23),
or called through pynoddy.compute_topology.

If the binary is called directly from the command line it takes the following arguments:

topology [rootname] [discrete volumes flag] [null volume threshold]

Where:

• rootname is the filepath (without any extension) of the noddy output files

• discrete volumes flag is 1 (default) if the application should ensure that topology nodes rep-
resent discrete volumes (and have not been divided by erosive events, such as an unconformity dividing
a folded unit into two parts)

• null volume threshold is the minimum number of voxels a volume must comprise for it to be
considered a valid topological volume. This is useful if thin units are decomposing into small groups
of voxels within the model (ie. voxelisation artefacts), as they will have a small volume and hence can
(and should) be ignored.
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Python Wrapper

As mentioned earlier, the topology executable can also be called via pynoddy, in much the same way as the noddy
executable is. This is performed by calling the pynoddy.compute_topology function, as defined below:

pynoddy.compute_topology(rootname, **kwds)
Call the topology executable to compute a models topology.

Arguments:

• rootname = string : rootname of the noddy model to calculate topology for

Optional Keywords:

• ensure_discrete_volumes = True if topological units are broken down into separate, spatially con-
tinuous volumes. Otherwise some topological units may represent two separate rock volumes (eg.
if a folded unit has been truncated by an unconformity). Default is True, though this is a global
variable (pynoddy.ensure_discrete_volumes) so it can be changed during runtime.

• null_volume_threshold = The smallest non-null volume. volumes smaller than this are ignored by
the topology algorithm (as they represent pixelation artefacts). The default is 20 voxels, though
this is a global variable and can be changed with pynoddy.null_volume_threshold.

• topology_path = path: location of executable for topology calculation

Returns -Returns any text outputted by the topology executable, including errors.

It is worth noting here that default values for the ensure_discrete_volumes and
null_volume_threshold options can be set by changing the pynoddy.ensure_discrete_volumes
and pynoddy.null_volume_threshold variables.
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3.2 NoddyTopology class

The noddy topology class loads topology networks created by the pynoddy.calculate_topology function.
It represents these using the networkX library, and contains functions for:

• visualising these networks (and super-networks) as adjacency matrices and 3D networks.

• comparing two topology networks

• deriving lithological and structural topologies from an overall topology network.

• superimposing a suite of model topologies to produce topology super-networks

class pynoddy.output.NoddyTopology(noddy_model, **kwds)
Definition to read, analyse, and visualise calculated voxel topology

calculate_difference(G2, data=False)
Calculates the difference between this NoddyTopology and another NoddyTopology or networkX
graph

Arguments

• G2 = a valid NoddyTopology object or NetworkX graph that this topology is to be compared
with

Returns A tuple containing: - The number of different edges - a list of these edges

calculate_overlap(G2)
Calculates the overlap between this NoddyTopology and another NoddyTopology or networkX graph

Arguments

• G2 = a valid NoddyTopology object or NetworkX graph that this topology is to be compared
with

Returns

• The number of overlapping edges

• A list of these edges

static calculate_unique_topologies(topology_list, **kwds)
Calculates the number of unique topologies in a list of NoddyTopologies

Arguments:

• topology_list = The list of NoddyTopologies to search through.

Optional Keywords:

• output = A File or list to write cumulative observed topologies distribution. Default is None
(nothing written).

• ids = A list to write the unique topology id’s for each topology in the provided topology_list
(in that order). Default is None.

• frequency = A list to write frequency counts to.

Returns:

• Returns a list of unique topologies.

collapse_stratigraphy()
Collapses all stratigraphic edges in this network to produce a network that only contains structurally
bound rock volumes. Essentially this is a network built only with Topology codes and ignoring lithol-
ogy

Returns

• a new NoddyTopology object containing the collapsed graph. The original object is not
modified.
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collapse_structure(verbose=False)
Collapses all topology codes down to the last (most recent) difference. Information regarding specific
model topology is generalised, eg. lithology A has a fault and stratigrappic contact with B (regardless
of how many different faults are involved).

Optional Arguments:

• verbose = True if this function should write to the print buffer. Default is False.

Returns

• a new NoddyTopology object containing the collapsed graph. The original object is not
modified.

static combine_topologies(topology_list)
Combines a list of topology networks into a weighted ‘super-network’. This is designed for estimating
the likelyhood of a given edge occuring using a series of networks generated in a Monte-Carlo type
analysis.

Arguments

• topology_list = A list of networkX graphs or NoddyTopology objects to build supernetwork
from.

Returns

• A NetworkX graph object containing all edges from the input graphs and weighted (‘weight’
parameter) according to their observed frequency.

draw_3d_network(**kwds)
Draws a 3D network using matplotlib.

Optional Keywords:

• show = If True, the 3D network is displayed immediatly on-screen in an interactive matplotlib
viewer. Default is True.

• output = If defined an image of the network is saved to this location.

• node_size = The size of the nodes. Default is 40.

• geology = a NoddyOutput object to draw with the network

• res = resolution to draw geology at. Default is 4 (ie 1/4 of all voxels are drawn)

• horizons = a list of geology surfaces to draw. Default is nothing (none drawn). Slow! See
NoddyOutput.get_surface_grid for details.

• sections = draw geology sections. Default is True.

draw_adjacency_matrix(**kwds)
Draws an adjacency matrix representing this topology object.

Keywords:

• path = The path to save this image to. If not provided, the image is drawn to the screen

• dpi = The resolution to save this image. Default is 300

• size = The size of the image to save (in inches). This value will be used as the width and the
height

draw_difference_matrix(G2, **kwds)
Draws an adjacency matrix containing the difference between this topology and the provided topology

Arguments:

• G2 = A different NoddyTopology or NetworkX Graph to compare to

Optional Keywords:
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• strat = A dictionary linking node names to stratigraphic heights and names. Should be as
follows { node_name : (height,name) }.

• path = The path to save this image to. If not provided, the image is drawn to the screen

• dpi = The resolution to save this image. Default is 300

• size = The size of the image to save (in inches). This value will be used as the width and the
height

static draw_graph_matrix(G, **kwds)
Draws an adjacency matrix representing the specified graph object. Equivalent to NoddyTopol-
ogy.draw_matrix_image() but for a networkX graph object.

Keywords:

• strat = A dictionary linking node names to stratigraphic heights and names. Should be as
follows { node_name : (height,name) }.

• path = The path to save this image to. If not provided, the image is drawn to the screen

• dpi = The resolution to save this image. Default is 300

• size = The size of the image to save (in inches). This value will be used as the width and the
height

draw_mayavi(**kwds)
Draws this network with mayavi. This requires the Mayavi python library (mayavi.mlab)

Optional Keywords:

• node_size = The size of the nodes. Default is 40.

• edge_thickness = The thickness of the edges. Default is 4

• show = If true, the model is displayed in the mayavi viewer after exporting. Default is True

• path = A path to save the mayavi vtk file to after generating it.

static draw_mayavi_graph(G, **kwds)
Draws the provided network with mayavi. This requires the Mayavi python library (mayavi.mlab)

Optional Keywords:

• node_size = The size of the nodes. Default is 40.

• edge_thickness = The thickness of the edges. Default is 4

• show = If true, the model is displayed in the mayavi viewer after exporting. Default is True

• path = A path to save the mayavi vtk file to after generating it.

draw_network_hive(**kwds)
Draws a network hive plot (see https://github.com/ericmjl/hiveplot). The axes of the hive are: node
lithology, edge age & edge area.

ie. the top axis lists the nodes in stratigraphic order. The second axis lists edges in structural age &
thrid axis lists edges by surface area.

Nodes are joined to edge-nodes by lines on the graph if they are topologically linked (ie. if an edge
has that node as an end point).

Optional Keywords:

• path = the path to save this figure

• dpi = the resolution of the figure

• bg = the background color. Default is black.

• axes = The color of the axes and labels.
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draw_network_image(outputname=’‘, **kwds)
Draws a network diagram of this NoddyTopology to the specified image

Arguments:

• outputname = the path of the image being written. If left as ‘’ the image is written to the same
directory as the basename.

Optional Keywords:

• dimension = ‘2D’ for a 2D network diagram or ‘3D’ for a 3D network diagram. Default is
‘2D’.

• axis = the axis to view on for 3D network diagrams

• perspective = True to use perspective projection, or False for orthographic projection. Default
is False.

• node_size = The size that nodes are drawn. Default is 1500.

• layout = The layout algorithm used in 2D. Options are ‘spring_layout’ (default),
‘shell_layout’, ‘circular_layout’ and ‘spectral_layout’.

• verbose = True if this function is allowed to write to the print buffer, otherwise false. Default
is False.

filter_node_volumes(min_volume=50)
Removes all nodes with volumes less than the specified size

Arguments:

• min_volume = the threshold volume. Nodes with smaller volumes are deleted.

Returns

• returns the number of deleted nodes

find_first_match(known)
Identical to is_unique, except that the index of the first match is returned if this matches, otherwise -1
is returned.

Arguments: -known = a list of valid NoddyTopology objects or NetworkX graphs to compare with.

Returns:

• Returns the index of the first matching topology object, or -1

find_matching(known)
Finds the first matching NoddyTopology (or NetworkX graph) in the specified list

Arguments: -known = a list of valid NoddyTopology objects or NetworkX graphs to compare with.

Returns:

• Returns the first matching object (jaccard coefficient = 1), or otherwise None

is_unique(known)
Returns True if the topology of this model is different (ie. forms a different network) to a list of
models.

Arguments: -known = a list of valid NoddyTopology objects or NetworkX graphs to compare with.

Returns:

• Returns true if this topology is unique, otherwise false

jaccard_coefficient(G2)
Calculates the Jaccard Coefficient (ratio between the intersection & union) of the graph representing
this NOddyTopology and G2.

Arguments
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• G2 = a valid NoddyTopology object or NetworkX graph that this topology is to be compared
with

Returns

• The jaccard_coefficient

loadNetwork()
Loads the topology network into a NetworkX datastructure

read_adjacency_matrix()
Depreciated Reads max number of lithologies aross all models

write_summary_file(path, append=True)
Writes summary information about this network to a file

Optional Arguments

• append = True if summary information should be appended to the file. If so the file is written
as a csv spreadsheet. Default is true. If False is passed, a single, detailed summary is written
for this network.

3.3 Topology Network Attributes

As already mentioned, topology networks in the NoddyTopology class are represented using networkX. The
structure and attributes of these networks (for overall, structural and lithological topology networks and super-
networks) is described in this section.

Nodes in the topology network are defined by a character string (code). These codes are identical to those in
the .g23 file for overall topology networks and super-networks, comprising the node lithology code and topology
codes, separated by an underscore (eg. 001_02001A). Nodes in lithological and structural topology networks
(and super-networks)are labelled with the relevant section of this initial code - lithological topology networks with
the lithology code (eg. 001) and structural topology networks with the topology code (eg. 02001A).

3.3.1 Node Attributes

Nodes in the overall topology networks contain the following attributes:

• age = The stratigraphic age (starting from 0 and increasing with each new lithology) of this node

• centroid = The centroid of the topological unit this node represents, defined as a list: [x,y,z]

• colour = The colour defined in the history file for the lithology this node represents

• lithology = The lithology code of this node

• name = The name of the lithology of this code, as defined in the history file

• volume = The number of voxels this node represents

When simplifying the overall networks to lithological or structural topologies, attributes are preserved as best
as possible. Lithological topologies have all of the attributes defined above except for ‘centroid’. Structural
topologies have the following attributes:

• age = The average stratigraphic age (as above) of lithologies in this topological block

• age_list = List containing the ages of all lithologies in this topological block

• centroid = The centroid of this topological block, defined as a list: [x,y,z]

• centroid_list = List containing the centroids of all nodes in the overall_topology that fall within this block

• colour = The colour of the first lithology encountered in this block

• colour_list = List of the colours of all lithologies in this block

• lithology = The lithology code of the first lithology encountered in this block
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• lithology_list = List of all lithologies within this block

• name = The topology code defining this block.

• name_list = List containing the names of all the lithologies in this topological block

• volume = The number of voxels this node represents

Topology super-networks have the same attributes as the overall topology networks, but including:

• centroid_list = List containing the centroids equivalent nodes in each model realisation

• volume_list = List containing the volumes of equivalent nodes in each model realisation

3.3.2 Edge Attributes

Edges in the overall topology and structural topology networks have the following attributes:

• age = The (youngest) age that produced this relationship

• area = The number of voxels defining this adjacency relationship, equivalent to contact area

• colour = Edge colour. Faults are red, intrusions orange, unconformities green and stratigraphic edges grey.

• edgeCode = The topology code defining this edge

• edgeType = Edge type. Can be ‘faulted’, ‘intrusive’, ‘stratigraphic’ or ‘unconformity’

• name = The name of the event that created this relationship

• weight = Edge weight. Will equal 1 unless the network has been transformed into a super-network.

Super-topology networks have attributes the same as above, with the addition of an area_list attribute con-
taining the area of each equivalent relationship in the different model realisations. The weight attribute will also
no longer equal 1.

Attributes in the lithological topologies are maintained, though some are transformed to lists:

• age = The (youngest) age that produced this relationship

• area = The number of voxels defining this adjacency relationship, equivalent to contact area

• colour = List of the colours of edges between the relevant lithologies

• edgeType = List of the type of edges between the relevant lithologies

• name = List of edge names that occur between the two lithologies
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3.4 ModelRealisation class

The model realisation class is a utility class for combining data relating to a single model realisation.

Essentially it bundles the following data:

• the base path for the model realisation

• pynoddy.output.NoddyTopology class containing the topology network

• pynoddy.history class containing the his file defining this model

It is used extensively in the TopologyAnalysis class.

class pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis.ModelRealisation(history_file,
**kwds)

Class containing information regarding an individual model realisation. This essentially just bundles a
history class and NoddyTopology class together (plus a bit of extra information like basename etc)

define_parameter_space(parameters)
Sets the parameters used to locate this model in parameter space.

Arguments:

• parameters = A list of tuples containing event number and variable names (strings). These
need to match noddy parameters Eg [ (2,’dip’),(2,’slip’),(3,’x’) ].

get_geology()
Returns a NoddyOut object containing the voxel volume representing the geology of this model. Note
that these can be large objects, so try not loading too many at once.

Returns:

• a NoddyOut object containing this geological model.

static get_parameter_space(models, parameters)
Produces a data matrix describing the location of the provided models in the specified parameter space.

Arguments:

• models = a list of models to include in the parameter space

• parameters = A list of tuples containig the parameters which make-up the desired parameter
space. Each parameter is defined by a tuple containing an event number and parameter name,
eg. (2, dip) represents the dip of the second noddy event.

get_parameters()
Gets the location of this model in parameter space

Returns:

• a tuple containing a list of parameter names and a list of parameter values

static loadModels(path, **kwds)
Loads all noddy models realisations and returns them as an array of ModelRealisation objects

Arguments:

• path = The root directory that models should be loaded from. All models with the same
base_name as this class will be loaded (including subdirectoriess)

Optional Keywords:

• verbose = True if this function should write debug information to the print buffer. Default is
False.

Returns:

• a list of ModelRealisation objects
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3.5 TopologyAnalysis class

The TopologyAnalysis class contains implementations of many different techniques for analysing and visualising
model topologies and uncertainty regarding model topologies. It has been designed for: - Quantifying and visu-
alising topological uncertainty in Noddy models. - Characterising the source of topological uncertainty in Noddy
models. - Exploring the model space resulting from a monte-carlo uncertainty analysis using model topology as a
classification/comparison tool. - Selecting a small number of model realisations while retaining as much variation
()in model topology) as possible.

class pynoddy.experiment.topology_analysis.TopologyAnalysis(path,
params=None,
n=None, **kwds)

analyse(output_directory, **kwds)
Performs a stock-standard analyses on the generated model suite. Essentially this puts the results from
summary() in a text file and calls do_figures().

Arguments:

• output_directory = the directory to save results to.

Optional Keywords:

• figs - True if figures should be created (slow). Default is True.

• data - True if data should be saved (as csv). Default is true

• pickle - True if the analysis results should be pickled for later use. Default is True.

boxplot(topology_type=’struct’, params=None, path=’‘, **kwds)
Generates a series of boxplot tiles showing the range of variables that has produced different topology
types.

Optional Arguments:

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘litho’ or
‘struct’

• params = a list of parameters. A boxplot will be generated for each parameter in this list. The
default is all the parameters in the params_file argument. If this is not defined (ie. this class
has not purturbed the history files) then an error is thrown.

Params can be passed either as a path to a .csv file containing information on the parameters
that define this model space or a list containing tuples (eventID,parameter_name) defining
the axes of the model space. If left as None the params file used to generate model variations
is used (at self.params_file). If this does not exist/has not been defined an error is thrown.

• path = a file path to write the image to. If left as ‘’, the image is displayed on the screen.

• dpi = The resolution of the saved figure

Optional Kewords:

• height = the height of each diagram in this figure (in inches). Default is 3 inches.

• dpi = the resolution of the figure (in dpi). Default is 300.

do_figures(directory)
Writes a summary figures of this experiment to the specified directory

get_average_edge_count(topology_type=’‘)
Calculates the average number of nodes in all of the model realisations that are part of this experiment.

Arguments

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘’ (full
topology), ‘litho’ or ‘struct’

Returns
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• The average number of nodes

get_average_node_count(topology_type=’‘)
Calculates the average number of nodes in all of the model realisations that are part of this experiment.

Arguments

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘’ (full
topology), ‘litho’ or ‘struct’

Returns

• The average number of nodes

get_difference_matrix(topology_type=’struct’)
Calculates a difference matrix in which each matrix element Exy contains 1 over the jaccard coefficient
of topologies x and y.

Arguments

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘litho’ or
‘struct’

Returns

• A difference matrix

get_n_from_clusters(n=8, topology_type=’‘)
Returns n ModelRealisation objects that are selected such that they are at the centroid of n groups
chosen from a UPGMA dendrogram of model space. This means that this selection of models should
express the variability within model space as best as possible.

Note that while these models express the variability, the models themselves are usually very improb-
able (ie. they were not observed many times). Hence they should be viewed as ‘end-member topolo-
gies’, not as representative of the likely topologies.

Arguments:

• topology_type = the type of topology used to identify unique models (‘’,’struct’ or ‘litho’)

• n = the number of unique models to plot. These will be chosen such that they are maximally
representative by building a dendrogram of model space, cutting it such that it contians n
clusters and identifying models closest to the center of each cluster.

Returns A tuple (models,uids,ids), i.e. a tuple containing:

•references to a list of ModelRealisation objects,

•a list of the unique id’s for each of the model realisation objects, and

•a list containing the (global) id’s of these objects (in the self.models list)

get_n_most_frequent_models(n=8, topology_type=’‘)
Retrieves a list of the n most frequent (and hence most likely) models.

Arguments:

• n = the number of models to get

• topology_type = the type of topology used to identify unique models (‘’,’struct’ or ‘litho’)

Returns:

• a tuple containing:

1. a list of models

2. a list of model ID’s

3. a list of topology UIDs
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get_parameter_space(params=None, recalculate=False)
Returns a scipy.pandas dataframe containing the location of models in parameter space. Two columns,
t_litho and t_struct are appended to this dataframe, and contain the id’s of their equivalents in the
unique_litho_topologies and unique_struct_topologies respectively.

Optional Arguments:

• params = Either a path to a .csv file containing information on the parameters that define this
model space or a list containing tuples (eventID,parameter_name) defining the axes of the
model space. If left as None the params file used to generate model variations is used (at
self.params_file). If this does not exist/has not been defined an error is thrown.

• recalculate = If True, the function is forced to recalculate the model space. Default is False,
hence this will return the last calculated model space.

Returns:

• a scipy.pandas data matrix containing model locations in parameter space, and their member-
ship of the various classes of topology that have been identified

get_type_model(typeID, topology_type=’‘)
Retrieves the type model for a given unique topology id (from one of the self.unique_topology arrays).
The type model is the first instance of this topology type that was encountered.

Arguments

• typeID = the ID of the defining unique topology (from one of the self.unique_topology lists)

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘’ (full
topology), ‘litho’ or ‘struct’

Returns

• a TopologyAnalysis.ModelRealisation object from which geology, history or topology info
can be retrieved.

get_variability(topology_type=’‘)
Returns the ‘variability’ of model topology. This is equal to the total number of observed adjacency
relationships (network edges) divided by the average number of adjacency relationships (edges) in
each model realisation minus one. This value will be equal to 0 if all the topologies are identical,
and increase as more different topological varieties come into existance. The maximum possible
‘variability’, when every edge in every topology realisation is different, is equal to the sum of the
number of edges in all the networks divided by the average number of edges.

Arguments

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘litho’ or
‘struct’

histogram(params=None, path=’‘, **kwds)
Plots a histogram matrix showing all the distribution of parameters in model space.

Optional Arguments:

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘litho’ or
‘struct’.

• params = a list of parameters. A boxplot will be generated for each parameter in this list. The
default is all the parameters in the params_file argument. If this is not defined (ie. this class
has not purturbed the history files) then an error is thrown. Params can be passed either as a
path to a .csv file containing information on the parameters that define this model space or a
list containing tuples (eventID,parameter_name) defining the axes of the model space. If left
as None the params file used to generate model variations is used (at self.params_file). If this
does not exist/has not been defined an error is thrown.

• path = a file path to write the image to. If left as ‘’, the image is displayed on the screen.

Optional Keywords:
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• width = The width of each histogram in inches. Default is 3.

• height = The height of each histogram in inches. Default is 2.5.

• dpi = The resolution of the saved figure. Default is 300

• cols = The number of columns to fit in a figure. Default is 3.

is_strata_continuous(litho)
Calculates the number of models in which all sections of a particular lithology are directly connected.

Arguments:

• litho = the lithology id of interest

Returns -The number of models in which the specified lithology is continuous.

is_strata_touching(litho1, litho2)
Calculates the number of models in which these two strata come into contact.

Arguments:

• litho1 = the lithology id of the first lithology

• litho2 = the lithology id of the second lithology

Returns

• The number of models in which the two specified strata come into contact.

static load_saved_analysis(path)
Loads a pickled (.pkl) analysis class

Arguments: path = the path of the saved analysis

Returns:

• the loaded TopologyAnalysis class. Note that paths to noddy realisations will be broken if this
file has been moved/noddy models have been deleted. The general network analysis functions
should work however.

maximum_separation_plot(topology_type=’strut’, params=None, **kwds)
Plots the topologies such that there is maximum separation between clusters of the same type of
topology. This method attempts to best represent n-dimensional clustering in 2D, and is usefull for
models were there are too many parameters to build a scatter matrix.

plot_cumulative_relationships(topology_type=’‘, path=’‘, dpi=300)
Plots the cumulative observed relationships of the specfied topology type.

Optional Arguments:

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘’ (all
topologies), ‘litho’ or ‘struct’.

• path = a file path to write the image to. If left as ‘’, the image is displayed on the screen.

• dpi = The resolution of the saved figure

plot_cumulative_topologies(topology_type=’‘, path=’‘, dpi=300)
Plots the specified cumulative topology count.

Optional Arguments:

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘’ (all
topologies), ‘litho’ or ‘struct’.

• path = a file path to write the image to. If left as ‘’, the image is displayed on the screen.

• dpi = The resolution of the saved figure

plot_dendrogram(topology_type=’struct’, path=’‘, dpi=300)
Calculates the average number of nodes in all of the model realisations that are part of this experiment.
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Arguments

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘litho’ or
‘struct’

• path = A path to save the image to. If left as “” the image is drawn to the screen.

• dpi = The resolution of the saved figure

plot_frequency_distribution(topology_type=’struct’, **kwds)
Plots a cumulative frequency distribution.

Arguments

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘’ (full
topology), ‘litho’ or ‘struct’

Optional Keywords‘

• logx - plot x axis on a log scale. Default is False.

• logy - plot y axis on a log scale. Default is False.

• cumulative - plots cumulative frequency distribution. Default is True.

• path - a path to save the image to

• dpi - the resolution of the resulting figure. Default is 300.

• width - the width of the resulting figure (inches). Default is 5.

• height - The height of the resulting figure (inches). Default is 5.

plot_n_models(n=8, topology_type=’‘, criterion=’probability’, **kwds)
Produces a grid of renders n unique topologies observed in this experiment.

Arguments:

• topology_type = the type of topology used to identify unique models (‘’,’struct’ or ‘litho’)

• n = the number of unique models to plot.

• criterion = the criterion used to select the models. This should either be ‘probability’ or
‘clustering’. If ‘probability’ is selected, get_n_most_frequent_models() is used to retrieve
models. If ‘clustering’ is selected, get_n_from_clusters() is used. Please see the definitions
of these methods for specific details.

Optional Keywords:

• path = the path to the resulting image as. Default is ‘’ (no image saved)

• dpi = the resoltuion of the resulting image

• width = the width of each tile in the grid. Default is 2 inches.

• cols = the number of tiles to fit accross the image. Default is 4.

• uid = label the tiles with topology id rather than model id. Default is False.

• direction = ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ : coordinate direction of section plot (default: ‘y’)

• position = int or ‘center’ : cell position of section as integer value or identifier (default:
‘center’)

• ax = matplotlib.axis : append plot to axis (default: create new plot)

• figsize = (x,y) : matplotlib figsize

• colorbar = bool : plot colorbar (default: True)

• colorbar_orientation = ‘horizontal’ or ‘vertical’ : orientation of colorbar (default: ‘vertical’)

• title = string : plot title

• cmap = matplotlib.cmap : colormap (default: YlOrRd)
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• ve = float : vertical exaggeration

• layer_labels = list of strings: labels for each unit in plot

• layers_from = noddy history file : get labels automatically from history file

• data = np.array : data to plot, if different to block data itself

• litho_filter = a list of lithologies to draw. All others will be ignored.

plot_parallel_coordinates(topology_id, topology_type=’struct’, params=None, **kwds)
Plots the specified topology/topologies on a parallell coordinates diagram to give an indication of their
location in parameter space.

Arguments:

• topology_id: A list of topology id’s to plot. The id’s correspond to the location of the topolo-
gies in the unique_topologies lists.

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘litho’ or
‘struct’

• params = a list of parameters. A boxplot will be generated for each parameter in this list. The
default is all the parameters in the params_file argument. If this is not defined (ie. this class
has not purturbed the history files) then an error is thrown.

Params can be passed either as a path to a .csv file containing information on the parameters
that define this model space or a list containing tuples (eventID,parameter_name) defining
the axes of the model space. If left as None the params file used to generate model variations
is used (at self.params_file). If this does not exist/has not been defined an error is thrown.

• path = a file path to write the image to. If left as ‘’, the image is displayed on the screen.

Optional Keywords:

• path = a file path to write the image to. If left as ‘’, the image is displayed on the screen.

• dpi = The resolution of the saved figure

• width = the width of the figure (in inches). Default is 10 inches.

• height = the height of this figure (in inches). Default is 5 inches.

plot_scatter_matrix(param_pairs=None, topology_type=’struct’, params=None, **kwds)
Plots a matrix of scatter plots showing the distribution of the specified topologies in model space.

Arguments:

• param_pairs: A list of parameter pairs (tuples) to display. If left as none then all parameters
are drawn (though if there are greater than 5 parameters an error is thrown.)

• topology_type = The type of topology you are interested in. This should be either ‘litho’ or
‘struct’

• params = a list of parameters defining parameter space. The default is all the parameters in
the params_file argument. If this is not defined (ie. this class has not purturbed the history
files) then an error is thrown.

Params can be passed either as a path to a .csv file containing information on the parameters
that define this model space or a list containing tuples (eventID,parameter_name) defining
the axes of the model space. If left as None the params file used to generate model variations
is used (at self.params_file). If this does not exist/has not been defined an error is thrown.

Optional Keywords:

• path = a file path to write the image to. If left as ‘’, the image is displayed on the screen.

• dpi = The resolution of the saved figure

• width = the width of each scatter plot (in inches). Default is 3 inches.

• height = the height of each scatter plot (in inches). Default is 3 inches.
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• alpha = the alpha value to use for each dot (between 0 and 1). Default is 0.8.

plot_super_network(**kwds)
Draws a hive plot containing the super network contained by this TopologyAnalysis class.

Please refer to the draw_super_network function for further documentation.

remove_unlikely_models(threshold=95)
Removes unlikely (infrequent) model realisations. Note that this can be slow!

Arguments:

• threshold = the percentage of all models to retain. The chance of observing an observed
model in a single random sample is equal to (100-threshold)/100. If threshold is left as 95%,
the bottom 5% of the model frequency distribution is removed.

render_unique_models(directory, topology_type=’struct’, **kwds)
Saves images of sections through the type models of each unique topology.

Arguments:

• directory = the directory to save the images to

• topology_type = the type of topology used to identify unique models

Optional Keywords:

• max_t = the maximum number of topologies to draw. If the number of topologies excedes
this number then all later topologies (the less likely ones) are ignored.

• direction = ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’ : coordinate direction of section plot (default: ‘y’)

• position = int or ‘center’ : cell position of section as integer value or identifier (default:
‘center’)

• figsize = (x,y) : matplotlib figsize

• colorbar = bool : plot colorbar (default: True)

• colorbar_orientation = ‘horizontal’ or ‘vertical’ : orientation of colorbar (default: ‘vertical’)

• title = string : plot title

• cmap = matplotlib.cmap : colormap (default: YlOrRd)

• ve = float : vertical exaggeration

• layer_labels = list of strings: labels for each unit in plot

• layers_from = noddy history file : get labels automatically from history file

• data = np.array : data to plot, if different to block data itself

• litho_filter = a list of lithologies to draw. All others will be ignored.

static super_network_hive(graph, **kwds)
Makes a hive-plot of the topology supernetwork.

Optional Keywords

• path = the path to save this figure

• dpi = the resolution of the figure

• bg = the background color. Default is black.

• axes = the axes colours. Default is white.

write_noddy_output(directory)
Pickles all the model realisations in this class as NoddyOutput models. Note that this can be slow...
and pickled model_realisations can be enourmous (several Gb)

Arguments:
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• directory = the directory to save the networks to. If it does not exist, it will be created.

write_topology_networks(directory)
Pickles the various topological networks contained in this analysis.

Arguments:

• directory = the directory to save the networks to. If it does not exist, it will be created.
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3.6 Utility Classes

Several utility classes have also been implemented, for plotting hive plots, performing Linear Descriminant Anal-
yses and sampling from von-mises distributions. These classes are documented below.

class pynoddy.experiment.util.hive_plot.HivePlot(nodes, edges, node_positions=None,
node_colormap=None,
edge_colormap=None, **kwds)

The HivePlot class will take in the following and return a hive plot:

•nodes A tuple containing 3 lists of nodes. Each list of nodes defines one of the 3 major axes of this
hive plot.

•node_positions A tuple containing 3 dictionaries (one for each axis). The dictionaries must have a key
for each node on their associated axis, which gives the value (float) of that node on that axis.

•node_colormap A tuple containing 3 dictionaries (one for each axis). These dictionaries must either
have a ‘cm’ key, specifying the colour map to use to draw the nodes (using the nodeP value (default),
or any float values specified in this dictionary), or a matplotlib color value for each node.

•edges a dictionary of {group:edgelist}, where each edgelist is a list of (u,v,d) tuples (in NetworkX
style), where u and v are the nodes to join, and d are the node attributes.

•edge_colormap A tuple containing dictionaries for each group of edges. Each dictionary must have a
key for each dictionary in that group. These values will be used to define edge colours. If the value’s
are matplotlib colours (eg. ‘r’), that colour will be applied for the associated edge. If values are passed
the edges will be coloured using a matplotlib color ramp (default is YlOrR). If a dictionary includes a
‘cm’ key, then that colour map will be used instead.

If nodeC is left as None, nodes will simply be listed in the order they were provided in on each axis (at a
fixed distance).

The user will have to pre-sort and pre-group the nodes, and pre-map the edge color groupings. This code
will determine the positioning and exact drawing of the edges.

Hive plots are non-trivial to construct. These are the most important features one has to consider:

•Grouping of nodes. if 3 natural groups occur this is good. Otherwise this can be a challenge.

•Ordering of nodes. must have an ordinal or continuous node attribute

•Cross-group edges:

– Undirected is easier to draw than directed.

– Directed is possible.

•Within-group edges. Within group edges can be messy and should be minimized.

add_axes_and_nodes()
Draws axes & nodes

axis_theta(ax)
Computes the theta along which an axis’s nodes are aligned.

build_edge_colormaps()
Builds a colormap for each group of edges passed.

The self.edge_colormap dict should have the following structure:

{ ‘group_name’ : {e1 : ‘r’, e2 : 0.4, e3: 0.2, cm=cm.Blues}, ‘grp2’ : {e4 : 0.2, e5: 30, e6:
10, ‘cm’ : ‘alpha’, color’ : ‘r’}}

build_node_colormaps()
Builds colormaps for this plot

calculate_axis_ranges()
Calculates the range of values mapped to each axis
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correct_angles(start_angle, end_angle)
This function corrects for the following problems in the edges:

draw(**kwds)
Draws this hive plot.

Optional Keywords:

• path = the path to save this figure

• dpi = the resolution of the figure

• bg = the background color. Default is black.

draw_edge(edge, group)
Draws an edge between the node in edge[0] and the node in edge[1]

get_idx(node)
Returns a list containing, containing the tuples (index,axisID).

get_inter_group_edges(ax1, ax2)
Returns edges that pass between the specified groups

Arguments:

• ax1 = the first axis

• ax2 = the second axis

Returns:

• a dictionary (with the same keys as the input) containing the inter-group edges

get_maximum_values()
Computes the maximum value on each axis.

get_minimum_values()
Computes the minimum value on each axis.

get_within_group_edges(axis)
Returns edges within the specified axis group.

Arguments:

• axis = the id of the axis required (0-2)

Returns:

• a dictionary (with the same keys as the input) that only contains within group edges.

initialize_major_angle()
Computes the major angle: 2pi radians / number of groups. Currently these plots only work with 3
groups.

initialize_minor_angle()
Computes the minor angle: 2pi radians / 3 * number of groups. Currently only works with 3 groups

node_position(node)
Calculates the position of the specified node (in each axis, if it is present multiple times).

Returns:

• A list of tuple pairs (node radius, node angle)

plot_axes(ax)
Draws the axes lines

Arguments:

• ax = the index of the axis to draw

plot_nodes(ax)
Draws the nodes on the specified axis
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Arguments:

• ax = the index of the axis to draw

plot_radius()
Computes the plot radius: this is the length of the larges axis plus the radius of the internal circle.

set_minor_angle(angle)
Sets the major angle of the hive plot. I have restricted this to be less than the major angle.

class pynoddy.experiment.util.lda.LDA(frame, group, angles=None)
Class for performing Linear Discriminant Analyses and interacting with the results.

get_subspace(n=2)
Returns an n-dimensional data subspace using the n largest eigenvectors.

Arguments:

• n = the number of dimensions to use in the returned data space

Returns:

• a pandas dataframe with columns for each n’th principal component and a column for type.

project(vector, n=2)
Projects the provided vector into an n dimensional subspace.

Arguments:

• vector = a list containing a row vector with the same number of dimensions as the original
dataspace (but without the group variable)

• n = the dimension of the space to return.

scatter_plot(**kwds)
Generates a scatter plot using the first 2 princpal components as axes.

Keywords:

• vectors = True if original axes should be plotted as vectors in this space. Default is False.

• path = a path to save this figure to

• dpi = the dpi of the saved figure

• width = the width (in inches) of the saved figure

• height = the height (in inches) of the saved figure

summary()
Generates a string containing a summary of the results of this LDA.

Returns

• a string. Try it and see ;)
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1. Introduction 

Three-dimensional (3D) geological modelling is a requirement for making informed 

decisions about the subsurface, whether for tectonic analysis, exploration, mining, geothermal 

energy or geotechnics (Caumon et al., 2009; Jessell et al., 2014; Turner, 2006). However, 

geological models at the regional scale are usually under-constrained, due to sparse and 

uncertain data, limited access to the subsurface and ambiguous geophysical datasets 

(Bárdossy and Fodor, 2001). Hence, an understanding of uncertainties related to any 

geological model is needed to accurately convey geological knowledge (Bárdossy and Fodor, 

2001; Lelliott et al., 2009; Wellmann et al., 2010). This study will investigate the hypothesis 

that the massive reduction in dimensionality associated with topological analysis will 

improve methods for investigating and comparing diverse geological possibilities, improving 

our ability to classify, understand and quantify uncertainty. 

Recent attempts to understand and quantify uncertainty have focused on Monte Carlo 

simulations. Perturbations of input datasets simulating inherent uncertainty are used to 

generate a large set of possible models using implicit modelling methods, which exploit 

software routines that automatically generate models from input datasets (Lindsay et al., 

2012; Wellmann et al., 2010). In this way, thousands of possible model realizations can be 

rapidly produced and geometries compared using a variety of metrics to examine the ‘model 

space’ (Lindsay et al., 2013). 

Topology – the connectivity between different elements of a model – is often of particular 

interest in geological modelling. For example, topology is critical when evaluating potential 

for fluid flow along faults or fluid migration through porous units, or for estimation of 

electrical conductivity (EC). Topology also has the potential to constrain or eliminate 

geologically unreasonable parts of model space generated by Monte Carlo simulations; given 

that topological constraints (e.g. age relationships, regional stratigraphy) are often well 

established prior to geological modelling. Topology could provide a powerful enhancement 

to existing Monte Carlo methods when exploring model space.  

This study will develop a methodology for extracting, comparing and characterising 

topologies from geological models, apply topological methods to Monte Carlo simulations of 

hypothetical and real geological models, and determine the potential for topological 
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constraints during Monte Carlo simulations in order to reduce uncertainty in geological 

modelling.  

2. Background 

This section briefly reviews identified sources of geological uncertainty, and attempts that 

have been made to quantify them. After an introduction to Topology and Graph Theory, 

potential methodologies for characterizing and comparing topological uncertainty are 

identified. Some published applications of Graph Theory in the earth sciences are reviewed 

and their potential relevance to this study discussed. 

2.1 – Sources of Uncertainty in Geology 

Sources of geological uncertainty have been reviewed by Mann (1993) and Bárdossy and 

Fodor (2001). Mann (1993) identified four main causes of uncertainty: (1) the inherent 

variability of geological structures, and associated scale and interpolation problems; (2) 

measurement uncertainty and associated error; (3) inadequate sampling and; (4) modelling 

error created by the workflow used to process input data into a geological model.   

Bárdossy and Fodor (2001) extended these concepts, identifying three further sources of 

uncertainty: (1) observation error (such as the incorrect identification of structures or 

misinterpretations in the field); (2) conceptual uncertainty (using incorrect conceptual models 

to interpret information); and (3) propagation of errors caused by compounding uncertainty of 

different types. 

Lelliott et al. (2009) identified structural complexity as a fundamental control on model 

uncertainty. They argue that where a geological architecture is simple, relatively few samples 

are required and models can be produced with a relatively high degree of certainty, while 

structural complexity (eg. faults, folds, onlap sequences) rapidly increases the uncertainty 

associated with any model.  

2.2 – Quantifying Uncertainty in Geological Modelling  

Many early studies of uncertainty in geological modelling derive from the petroleum sector, 

as 3D modelling was used as an exploration tool earlier there than in other industries. Much 
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early work focused on the application of geostatistical methods, particularly a technique 

called ‘stochastic modelling’.  

A stochastic model predicts a set of possible outcomes weighted by their probabilities 

(Pinsky and Karlin, 2010). In a geological context, stochastic modelling uses pre-existing 

geostatistical knowledge to simulate the spatial variation of a given variable (eg. porosity) 

multiple times, allowing estimation of the probability (and hence uncertainty) of a particular 

value at a given point (Fig. 1a). The generation of multiple different model realisations allows 

the generation of ‘optimistic’, ‘base-case’ and ‘pessimistic’ models which, when applied to 

(for example) properties of petroleum reservoirs, can be used in decision making and 

investment reviews (Haldorsen and Damsleth, 1990). 

In general, stochastic models of this type have been used to simulate small scale variation 

(such as the spatial distribution of sand-filled channels) within large scale architectures 

(stratigraphic units, faults etc.) interpreted from seismic data (Journel et al., 1998).  The 

method is good at estimating uncertainty relating to inherent variability (assuming good 

geostatistical information is available), but does not account for other types of uncertainty. 

Hence, the effect of uncertainties relating to the interpreted large scale structure is not 

assessed. 

Another method of quantifying the uncertainty of a model’s large-scale structure is to use 

statistical methods that estimate increases in uncertainty away from known data points 

(samples). This approach is most easily applied with point datasets, such as stratigraphic 

intersections in wells or drillholes (eg. Chilès et al., 2004; Lelliott et al., 2009). Probability 

distribution functions (eg. the Gaussian distribution, Lelliott et al., 2009) can then be used to 

estimate the increase in uncertainty away from each data point (Fig. 1b), given appropriate 

statistical parameters (eg. standard deviation etc.).  

This method can produce reasonable estimates of uncertainty relating to interpolation error 

and undersampling (assuming that relevant statistical information is available), but will not 

account for uncertainties relating to misinterpretation (eg. misidentification of stratigraphic 

contacts) and structural complexity (eg. uncertainties regarding fault orientations). The 

method is also inappropriate for non-point-based information (eg. interpreted surface 

geology) and multidimensional datasets such as structure orientations. 
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In order to include uncertainties related to other types of datasets, Monte Carlo methods are 

increasingly being applied (eg. Lindsay et al., 2012; Wellmann et al., 2010). These methods 

rely on computer algorithms that can generate 3D models directly from input datasets 

(implicit models), which are stochastically varied to produce a spectrum of possibilities (a 

‘model space’; (Lindsay et al., 2012).  Spatial uncertainty is then estimated  by assessing the 

variation of contact locations (Wellmann et al., 2010) or calculating the number and 

frequency of different lithologies present at discrete locations within the models (Lindsay et 

al., 2012; Fig. 1c).  

Monte Carlo methods may be used to estimate uncertainty from a wide variety of sources 

(Wellmann et al., 2010), if appropriate implicit modelling methods and sufficient computing 

power are available. However, the method has two drawbacks: (1) statistical information 

about variability and error in the input dataset is rarely available; and (2) thousands of model 

realisations may be generated, and these can be difficult to compare, especially when they 

vary substantially. 

In order to better understand the geological significance of different model realisations, 

Lindsay et al. (2013) developed four ‘geodiversity’ metrics for classifying and comparing 

models realisations: formation depth, volume, average mean curvature and neighbourhood 

relationships (defined by the set of lithologies directly adjacent to any given voxel). These 

metrics were used to assess the spread of geological possibilities in multivariate space using 

principal component analysis (Fig. 1d).   

The metrics of Lindsay et al. (2013) may be sufficient for assessing spatial variability within 

model realisations; however, with the exception of neighbourhood relationships, they do not 

necessarily capture significant changes in model topology. Metrics based directly on model 

topology could prove a useful addition to our ability to quantify geodiversity. 
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Fig. 1. Various methods of quantifying uncertainty. (a) Stochastic simulation of a turbidite formation 
(modified from Pyrcz et al., 2005). Individual turbidite flow geometries were generated stochastically 
and used to estimate porosity. Different realisations were then compared to assess uncertainty. (b) 
Depth uncertainty for stratigraphic surfaces estimated by using a Gaussian distribution to model the 
decrease in certainty away from each drillhole intersection (modified from Lelliott et al., 2009). (c) 
Variation of lithology in 100 stochastically perturbed models of the Gippsland basin. Blue cubes 
contained two different lithologies across all models, while red cubes contained >6 different 
lithologies (modified from Lindsay et al., 2012). (d) Principal component analysis of various metrics 
calculated for stochastically varied realisations of the Gippsland Basin model presented in (c) 
(modified from Lindsay et al., 2013). The magnitude of the metric vectors indicates variability, and 
hence which metrics contribute most to model uncertainty. 

2.3 – Topology and Graph Theory 

Mathematical tools have been used for solving topological problems since Euler’s solution to 

the Seven Bridges of Königsberg puzzle (Euler, 1741). Topology and Graph Theory have 

since evolved into substantial branches of mathematics. This section reviews some basic 

concepts of Graph Theory applicable to the problem of representing, comparing and 

characterising the topology of 3D geological models, and discusses relevant geological 

applications of topology and graph theory.  

Graph theory is the study of networks, represented by nodes (vertices) linked by edges 

(“lines”), and referred to as graphs. Edges represent the relationships between vertices. They 
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may be undirected (eg. spatial adjacency) or directed (eg. for younging relationships) and, in 

some cases, weighted (eg. to represent probabilistic relationships).  The power of Graph 

Theory lies in its ability to analyse the characteristics of complex graphs, which are in turn a 

powerful and flexible way of representing many natural systems (Bonchev and Buck, 2005).  

Graph Theory will be used in this study to characterise and compare different possible 

topologies (represented as graphs; Fig. 2a) that are produced by Monte Carlo simulations of 

geological models. Graphs may be characterised and compared using many different metrics: 

in this context, metrics evaluating similarity, connectivity and complexity are expected to be 

useful.  

2.3.1 – Definitions  

Before addressing specific metrics, it is necessary to define some commonly used terms 

related to graphs (Fig. 2b). For any graph containing n vertices, an n×n adjacency matrix can 

be derived. Each vertex in the graph is represented by a row and a column. Each element Exy 

of the matrix is scored if the xth and yth vertex are adjacent (share an edge), otherwise it is set 

to 0. Adjacent vertices are set to 1 for undirected graphs, -1 or 1 for directed graphs, and the 

edge weight for weighted graphs. If all vertices in a graph are adjacent (each vertex is linked 

to each other vertex by an edge), the graph is considered to be fully connected. A fully 

connected graph will have n2 edges if loops (edges starting and ending on the same vertex) 

are allowed and n (n – 1) edges if not. The number of possible edges is the number of edges 

required to fully connect n vertices.  

A distance matrix can be constructed representing distances (path lengths) between vertices. 

Each entry Exy in a distance matrix is scored as the minimum distance (shortest path) between 

the xth and yth node. The sum of all entries in this matrix is the total graph distance. The 

graph radius or average vertex-vertex separation is the average vertex distance (graph 

distance divided by the number of possible edges).  

The total number of edges a given vertex belongs to is known as the vertex degree. The sum 

of all vertex degrees is the total adjacency, and is equal to twice the number of edges. A list 

of all vertex degrees, usually shown in descending order, forms the degree sequence. The 

frequency of different vertex degree values forms the degree distribution. 
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Fig. 2. (a) The topology of a simple stratigraphic sequence that has been faulted (red line) and 
intruded by a dyke (black). Vertices represent discrete rock volumes, and edges the neighbour 
relationships between them. Each edge has been coloured based on the relevant contact type. (b) 
Illustrated graph terminology, as defined in section 2.3.1. 

Graphs may be treated as sets (of vertices and edges). Two graphs may have an intersection 

(overlapping nodes and edges) and union (combination of both graphs). Graphs may also be 

broken down into subsets (known as subgraphs) of linked vertices. Some graphs may contain 

cycles (vertices and edges that form a loop). A graph that contains no cycles is a tree. A 

spanning tree is a tree that contains every vertex in a given graph. Graphs may have many 

different spanning trees. 

2.3.2 – Similarity 

Two common metrics for assessing the similarity of two graphs are the Jaccard Coefficient 

and the (closely related) Hypergeometric Probability. The Jaccard Coefficient is defined as 

the ratio between the intersection and union of two sets (Brohée et al., 2008), which for 

graphs is the fraction of edges that match between two graphs. While the Jaccard Coefficient 

is an intuitive way of assessing similarity, it can be difficult to assess the statistical 

significance of intersections, especially for large graphs, which can be expected to overlap 

substantially by chance.  
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The statistical significance of the intersection between two graphs is assessed using 

Hypergeometric Probability, which represents the probability of observing a given 

intersection by chance (Brohée et al., 2008). If the Hypergeometric Probability is small, the 

intersection is considered to be statistically significant, and hence the graphs are considered 

to be similar. A correction is typically applied to the Hypergeometric Probability if many 

comparisons are being performed, as intersections with a low probability become more likely 

to emerge by chance (Brohée et al., 2008). 

2.3.3 – Connectivity 

Simple measures of graph connectivity can be derived directly from a graph’s adjacency 

matrix. The average vertex degree and a metric known as connectedness (total adjacency 

divided by the square of the number of nodes; essentially the number of edges normalised by 

the number of possible edges) both broadly measure connectivity, and are proportional to the 

number of connected nodes (Bonchev and Buck, 2005). These metrics are appropriate in 

some contexts, however they fail to properly account for ‘bottlenecks’ that occur when few 

connections exist between highly connected subgraphs. 

A slightly more complex metric, connectivity (sometimes referred to as vertex connectivity) 

can account for ‘bottlenecks’. Connectivity is the minimum number of edges that must be 

removed in order to completely isolate a vertex or subgraph. A line graph is 1-connected, as 

the removal of a single edge splits the graph in two, while a fully connected graph (one with 

every vertex connected to every other) is n-connected. Connectivity and connectedness can 

be measured for an entire graph, when they are referred to as global, or for subgraphs of 

application specific size, where they are referred to as local connectivity and local 

connectedness. 

In geology, Valentini et al. (2007) used graph theory to characterise connectivity in fracture 

networks. Fracture tips and intersections were defined as vertices connected by edges 

representing the fractures themselves. Graph degree distributions and local and global 

connectivity were calculated and used to demonstrate that fracture networks exhibit ‘small 

world properties’. ‘Small world’ networks have much higher local and global connectivity 

than would be expected for either random or well-ordered networks; Watts and Strogatz 

(1998) proposed that many highly connected systems form small world networks. Small 

world networks are generally characterised by high local connectivity and small graph radii, 
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and typically result from the addition of a random component to an otherwise well-ordered 

network. 

Sanderson and Nixon (2015) extended the work of Valentini et al. (2007), classifying vertices 

representing fracture intersections into three types, X, Y and I, based on their vertex degree 

(X vertices have four edges, Y vertices 3 edges and I vertices 1 edge). The proportion of 

these different vertex types was used to estimate the global connectivity of the fracture 

networks, and hence ability to conduct fluids. 

While not directly applicable to 3D modelling, the work of both Valentini et al. (2007) and 

Sanderson and Nixon (2015) could be applied to investigate the connectivity, and hence the 

potential for fluid flow, between different topological units and along structures. It would 

also be interesting to investigate the possibility that strongly deformed terranes can be 

represented as small-world networks. 

2.3.4 – Complexity 

The complexity of a graph is difficult to assess, because ‘complexity’ is often application-

specific and difficult to define (Mowshowitz and Dehmer, 2012). Nevertheless, a variety of 

generalized complexity metrics have been derived, based on: (1) counting subgraphs; (2) 

calculating the number of operations required to construct a graph; and (3) calculating 

entropy and information content (Mowshowitz and Dehmer, 2012). Metrics based on (2) and 

(3) are unnecessarily complex for the requirements of this study; for reviews of these, see 

Mowshowitz and Dehmer (2012). 

The simplest subgraph-based measure essentially counts the number of graph edges (an edge 

can be though of as a subgraph comprising two connected vertices). Total adjacency is often 

used as a proxy for this measure, as it is equal to twice the number of edges (Bonchev and 

Buck, 2005). Similarly the average vertex degree and the ‘connectedness’ metric discussed 

previously both represent variations of this metric (one normalised to the number of vertices 

and the other by the number of possible edges). These metrics work as first-order measures of 

complexity, but fail to include specific edge configurations (Bonchev and Buck, 2005); a well 

structured graph (eg. a grid or line) will be considered to be as complex as a disordered graph 

with the same number of edges.  
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Many other subgraph-based metrics have been applied. The numbers of 2- and 3-edge 

subgraphs are commonly calculated in chemistry (Bonchev and Buck, 2005), where they are 

known as the Platt Index (Platt, 1947) and Gordon-Scantleburry index (Gordon and 

Scantlebury, 1964). More complex methods involving spanning trees, and counting all 

possible subgraphs (known as overall connectivity) have also been applied (eg. Pudlák et al., 

1988; Yamaguchi et al., 2003). As a general rule, the more complex methods describe 

complexity more accurately, but are more difficult to calculate and require substantially more 

computing power (Bonchev and Buck, 2005). 

Another promising complexity metric, the A/D index, has been proposed by Bonchev and 

Buck (2005). This metric utilizes the small world concept (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) to 

propose that networks with high complexity are characterized by both high vertex-vertex 

connectedness and small vertex-vertex separation. The A/D index (AD) is the ratio between 

total adjacency and total distance. This metric will be lowest for straight line graphs (all 

nodes are connected in a single line) and maximum for fully connected graphs (every node is 

connected to every other).  

Another metric that is commonly applied to the measurement of graph complexity is spectral 

radius. The spectral radius of a graph is defined as the largest eigenvalue of the graph’s 

adjacency matrix. This value reflects many graph properties, but larger spectral radii are 

considered to be a general indicator of graph complexity (Biggs, 1993; Logofet, 2013; 

Phillips et al., 2015; Tinkler, 1972). For the purposes of this project, the A/D index and 

spectral radius appear most appropriate, though the utility of other metrics will also be 

investigated. 

Phillips (2013b) used a graph describing spatial adjacency between soil lithologies to 

evaluate the spatial complexity of soil types in coastal plains. Soil types were represented as 

nodes linked by edges representing spatial adjacency. Complexity was measured using 

spectral radius. A similar method could be employed to describe the complexity of 2D and 

3D geological models, further enhanced by the inclusion of edge attributes describing contact 

types (eg. conformable, unconformable, or faulted contacts) and directions representing 

younging relationships.  
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Phillips (2013a) extended this method to assess uncertainty relating to the classification of 

different soil types, by constructing a second graph based on taxonomic adjacency. Soils 

were considered to be taxonomically adjacent if they differed by only a single parameter (eg. 

EC, pH, grain size).  The graph was used to assess correlations between taxonomic adjacency 

and spatial adjacency. A high correlation was considered to indicate the use of inappropriate 

classification parameters, such that small changes in key parameters were causing soils of the 

same type to be classified differently.  

This approach may also be applicable to the assessment of uncertainty in the classification of 

different lithology types in 2D or 3D geological modelling, though only when taxonomic 

adjacencies can be identified  (ie. when lithologies are numerically classified using a set of 

parameters, such as grain size or geophysical response, rather than interpreted). 

2.4 - Summary 

Many recent attempts at quantifying and understanding geological uncertainty have used 

Monte Carlo simulations to develop spectra of models thought to represent the geological 

possibilities in a region of interest (Lindsay et al., 2012; Wellmann et al., 2010). The concept 

of a model space where all possible models reside (Lindsay et al., 2013) has been defined, 

and a series of ‘geodiversity’ metrics used to characterise it (Lindsay et al., 2013).  

It is possible that the set of topological configurations identifiable in model space can be used 

to better understand model uncertainty. The mathematical field of Graph Theory has been 

introduced, and possible methods of characterising and comparing model topologies 

represented as graphs identified.  
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3. Aims and Objectives 

This project will build on Monte Carlo methods that have been used for evaluating 

uncertainty in geological models (Lindsay et al., 2012; Wellmann et al., 2010), but focused 

on topological rather than spatial uncertainty. Methods will be developed to:  

1) Extract topological information from 3D models and represent it in graph form. 

2) Classify specific graph structures based on their geological significance. 

3) Compare individual model realisations, and identify end-member groups through 

principal component analysis. 

4) Estimate overall topological uncertainty and likelihoods associated with specific 

topological hypotheses. 

Once these methods have been developed, their usefulness will be tested on four real 

geological models. The (potentially large) reductions in uncertainty associated with fixed 

topological constraints will also be investigated, and a method developed for identifying 

topological relationships which, if observed, would greatly reduce uncertainty. 

4. Significance and Outcomes 

A framework for characterising topological uncertainties and identifying topological end 

members will greatly enhance current methods of quantifying uncertainty (Fig. 3), especially 

where topology largely controls the variable of interest. It will provide a probabilistic method 

for estimating the connectivity of structures in three dimensions, and a set of metrics for 

characterising the difference between possible models. This may improve estimation of 

possible fluid pathways and electrical conductivity. 

The invalidation of models that include unrealistic or impossible topologies could also prove 

a key method of decreasing overall uncertainty. It may also be possible to identify topological 

relationships which, if observed, would reduce geological uncertainty.  
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Fig. 3. Outcomes and associated significances of the workflow that will be developed in this study. 

5. Methodology 

In order to investigate and characterize the effect of uncertainty on model topology, several 

conceptual and real geological models will be constructed and perturbed, generating suites of 

possible model realisations from which topological information will be extracted as graphs. 

These graphs will be interpreted individually, and combined to describe all topologies 

produced for each model, weighted by frequency. This graph will be used to assess 

uncertainty regarding geological hypotheses, such as the likelihood that Unit A contacts Unit 

B, or that Unit C is connected to Unit X by a fault. Various metrics will be tested to quantify 

topological variation and to estimate topological uncertainty. 

5.1 – Model Construction 

The 3D geological modelling package Noddy (Jessell, 1981) will be used for this study. 

Models are produced in Noddy by defining a series of geological events (geological history), 

which Noddy interprets as sequences of kinematic operations that are performed on a base 

stratigraphy, represented as a 3D grid of voxels.  In areas were the geological history is 

relatively well constrained, this process can create realistic geological models. 
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The Noddy workflow has advantages in this context. Firstly, no user interaction is required to 

produce a full model from an input dataset (the event sequence), and model generation from 

perturbed input data can be automated. Secondly, the operations that Noddy performs at each 

step in an event sequence are recorded, allowing topological relationships to be linked with 

specific events, such as faults or intrusions. This information will allow a more rigorous and 

geologically significant assessment of a model’s topology. Finally, the Noddy source code is 

in the public domain, allowing access to internal data structures and the extraction of 

information which is not currently accessible in other commercial modelling software. 

Noddy will be used to create hypothetical models of simple geological structures (eg. 

unconformities, faulted stratigraphy), which will be analysed to test methods of topological 

extraction and gain an understanding of topological relationships expected in simple 

geological environments. After these simple models have been analysed, the technique will 

be tested on four real geological models. These models need not be spatially accurate, but 

will capture some of the geological complexity of real world situations. These models will be 

chosen to each represent four broadly different geological environments: (1) a modern basin; 

(2) a strongly deformed Proterozoic basin; (3) an Archean greenstone belt; and (4) an 

intrusive-dominated environment. 

5.2 – Model Perturbation 

The Noddy models will be perturbed using PyNoddy 

(https://github.com/flohorovicic/pynoddy), a python wrapper constructed for this purpose. 

PyNoddy allows stochastic variation of the parameters defining each Noddy model by 

specified amounts, producing a range of randomly differing models. Sensitivity analyses will 

be performed to ensure that voxel size is sufficiently small and topological artefacts do not 

occur. This can also be included in the PyNoddy workflow, although it will be 

computationally expensive. 

5.3 – Extraction of Topologies 

The Noddy source code has been modified to record per-voxel topological changes for each 

event. This per-voxel information will be represented as a graph in which nodes represent 

topological entities and edges represent the topological interactions between them (Fig. 2a).  

https://github.com/flohorovicic/pynoddy
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These graphs will be simplified to adjacency matrices, which form the input to many of the 

metrics used to assess network complexity and connectivity. 

5.4 – Topological Analysis 

Python scripts will be used to perform topological analyses, using the NetworkX package 

(Schult and Swart, 2008). NetworkX is designed for the analysis of complex graphs, and 

contains appropriate construction and visualisation methods, and an extensive set of 

analytical algorithms. 

The topologies of each model realisation will be characterised using metrics of similarity, 

connectivity and complexity. These data will be used to quantify topological variation and 

identify end-member examples using principal component analysis (cf. Lindsay et al., 2013).  

All of the separate model realisations will be combined into a single graph, with each edge 

weighted by its frequency in separate model realisations.  This will allow likelihoods of 

different topological links to be assessed. The difference in complexity between the 

combined graph and individual model realisations may also prove to be a useful measure of 

topological uncertainty. 

5.5 – Computing Power 

Substantial computing power will be required to generate the model realisations by Monte 

Carlo simulation, perform sensitivity analyses, and potentially to analyse the results. If 

computing requirements become too great for standard desktop computing, the methods 

outlined above will be parallelized, enabling analysis runs on computer clusters 

(supercomputers). PyNoddy can produce and run different Noddy models on independent 

computing nodes, allowing model realisations to be calculated in parallel.  
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Magma transport in brittle rock occurs by diking. Understanding the dynamics of diking and its observable
consequences is essential to deciphering magma propagation in volcanic areas. Furthermore, diking plays a
key role in tectonic phenomena such as continental rifting and plate divergence at mid-ocean ridges. Physics-
based models of propagating dikes usually involve coupled transport of a viscous fluid with rock deformation
and fracture. But the behavior of dikes is also affected by the exchange of heat with the surroundings and by
the interaction with rock layering, pre-existing cracks, and the external stress field, among other factors. This
complexity explains why existing models of propagating dikes are still relatively rudimentary: they are mainly
2D, and generally include only a subset of the factors described above. Here, we review numerical models on
dike propagation focusing on the most recent studies (from the last 15 to 20 years). We track the influence of
twomain philosophies, one inwhich fluid dynamics is taken to control the behavior and the other which focuses
on rock fracturing. It appears that uncertainties in the way that rock properties such as fracture toughness vary
from laboratory to field scale remain one of the critical issues to be resolved. Finally, we present promising directions
of research that include emerging approaches to numerical modeling and insights from hydraulic fracturing as an
industrial analog.
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